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Dr. Leonard Jeffries speaking at last nights Paul Robeson Banquet
J e ffr ie s  sp ea k s on tru th  
a n d  e d u c a tio n  a t  P a u l  
R o b eso n  b a n q u e t
by Jean-Marie Naver fa
“Dr. Jeffries isn’t going to lynch any­
body, blit I’m going to lay down the 
truth.”
With these words. Dr. Leonard 
Jeffries set the tone for his speech Thurs­
day evening at the Organization for Af­
rican Unity’s annual Paul Robeson Af­
fair. Jeffries centered his presentation 
around this theme which included the 
reading of portions from various history 
and art texts and the display of photos of 
both architecture and sculpture. He
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Wayne
contended that he feels his controver­
sial nature is a “badge of honor” which 
proves that he is indeed a bearer of 
truth. “When you see me, you see the 
truth coming.”
The speech covered a variety of top­
ics including the debate surrounding 
the “Inclusion Curriculum” which he 
had a part in creating, the nature of the 
oppression of African-American figures 
in history, and the rolesofessentiallv all 
ethnic groups in the subjugation of Af­
rican-American people to the point of a 
holocaust, or “mafa.” 
Jeffries emphasized 
the need for prepara­
tion to “march into the 
twenty-first century 
fully, completely, and 
unadulteratediy Afri­
can.” While Jeffries 
highlighted the fact that 
it has never been his 
place to attack anyone, 
he explained that the 
distortion of history by 
white scholars has made 
his beliefs become per­
ceived as attacks on 
white individuals. “You 
were brought forth first 
on the planet earth...you 
are the supreme victim 
on planetearth.” heex- 
plained to the almost 
entirely Blackaudience.
Jeffries focused a 
large portion of his 
speech on the parts of 
history that he feels 
people aren’t taught.
continued on p. 4
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Flyer causes controversy 
in dance department
by Teri Ryan
Elisabct Gonzales’ piece for “Dance 
Collage ‘95”, a production of the dance 
department, was pulled from the show 
on opening night.
Gonzales advertised, with a contro­
versial flyer displaying naked female 
breasts, a work that she 
had choreographed for 
the event.
Gonzales said that 
the acting head of the 
dance departm ent,
Donna Scro-Gentilc, 
threatened to lower her 
grade and to put her on 
probation within the 
department for exhib­
iting the flyers.
Scro-Gentile said 
that Gonzales should 
have come to her be­
fore putting up the fly­
ers, especially since her 
piece was part of.a 
larger program. Gonzales agreed.
Scro-Gentile said that she wanted 
Gonzales’ piece to be performed on the 
last two nights of the show. Gonzales 
said that she did not want to participate 
saying, “I’ve been embarrassed in front 
of my peers.”
Dr. Trauth, the chair of the Broad­
casting, Speech, Dance, and Theater 
department said, “I have a feeling that 
there was some miscommunication [be­
tween Scro-Gentile and Gonzales].” She 
also said that no single faculty member 
could put a student on probation, that it 
must be something decided on by the 
entire department.
Gonzales’ piece was part of a larger 
production, and several members of the 
dance department were offended that 
their work should be associated with the 
flyers. They felt that the advertisement
did not reflect the show’s content. Dr. 
Trauth was concerned that people 
would “expect to see something at the 
show that wouldn’t be presented.”
Trauth said that it was a “taste and 
sensitivity issue,” adding that “we all 
need to be aware of communication; we 
have to be super-sen­
sitive [so as not to of­
fend people.)”
Gonzales had not 
asked for permission to 
display the ads, butshe 
had only put them up 
on public bulletin  
boards on campus. She 
intended the ads to be 
ironic, and hoped to 
draw more people to 
the show.
Trauth said that the 
department had been 
merely “responding to 
student complaints.” 
She added that some­
one would have been offended whether 
the flyers had remained or been re­
moved.
Gonzales is pursuingthe matter with 
Dean of Students, Helen Matusow- 
Ayres. Gonzales hopes to withdraw 
from the two classes she has with Scro- 
Gentile and a third class for which the 
piece in Dance Collage was to count in 
her Final grade. Gonzales felt that Scro- 
Gentile could not be objective in grad­
ing her and that the professor for the 
third class went to grade her final project 
on opening night.
Sirtce she had been pulled from the 
show, she had nothing on which to be 
graded.
Matusow-Ayres said that she has not 
had a chance to confer with the dance 
department yet, so she did not have 
anything to add.
the controversial flyer
Audience members listening to Dr. Leonard Jeffries speaking at yesterday's Paul Robeson 
Banquet. On left (in tie) SGA President Sal Anderton, (back table in center) SGA Legislator 
Lawrence Ramsey Aon right) Associate Dean of Students James Harris. The lecture was attended 
by over ¿00 students, alumni, faculty and administrators in total.
M O M  C L A R I O N
Professor’s racial SG A Legislature rejects 
slurs anger student P resident's election
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  N ew s/Friday, M ay 5, 1 9 9 5  ________________________________________________
by Teresa Pringle
Last semester, Dr. Batkay a 
political science professor, was 
involved in an incident con­
cerning the Confederate flag. 
Stacey Banfield, a junior po­
litical science major, ques­
tioned Dr. Batkay’s wearingaf 
a pin displaying the Confeder­
ate flag. His response to her 
questions involved racial slurs 
which prompted her to write a 
letter to th eMontdarion, in the 
April 6 issue, expressing her 
dismay at the incident.
As Stacey stated in her let­
ter, she asked Dr. Batkay why 
he was wearing the pin and he 
said it was a right granted by 
the Constitution under free­
dom of speech and expression. 
She then asked, “Freedom of 
speech at the cost of offending 
som eone?” According to 
Stacey, Dr. Batkay resonded 
that she could call him by a 
derogatory religious term. I Ic 
ended by saying, “So basically,
I have the right to call you a 
fuckingniggerand nothingcan 
be done about it!”
Dr. Batkay, currently in 
Hungary on sabbatical, was 
asked to respond to Stacey’s 
letter. He said he would con­
tact his union representative 
before making a statement. 
Communication difficulties 
have prevented his response 
from reaching the Montdarion 
before the deadline.
When asked whether or not 
Dr. Batkay’s absence this se­
mester influenced her in writ­
ing the letter at this time, Stacey 
said, “No, the situation hap­
pened at the end of last semes­
ter when 1 had Finals and other 
things to concern myself with. 1 
wrote the letter after months of 
contemplation because 1 felt 
there wasn’t a satisfactory reso­
lution to the problem.”
“His statement may have 
been used as an example but it 
didn’t change how 1 felt then or 
now because it was unneces-
sary. Of all the examples of 
offensive language he could have 
used he could have used an­
other to address me. The con­
versation was not about name 
calling. It was about freedom of 
speech and the wearing of a pin. 
The fact that he chose to use 
that term made me question his 
intentions because the impact it 
had was a negative one.”
Banfield said, “Dr. Batkay said 
sorry for the effect his comment 
had on me but I am still both­
ered by the whole 
situation.’’Stacey was asked to 
attend a meeting with the pro­
fessor and another person from 
the social science department 
about a week after the incident 
occurred.
She said, “I felt by the clo­
sure of the meeting, its only pur­
pose was to keep me silent and 
not pursue and further action.” 
When asked why shedidn’t name 
Dr. Batkay in her letter, Stacey 
said, “I didn’t mention his name 
because I didn’t want my letter 
to seem like a personal attack. I 
wanted people to focus on the 
incident itself rather than those 
involved.”
Dr. Agyeman, Chairman of 
the Political Science department 
said, “'T'he First I heard of the 
incident was when Diane Coo­
per, President of the Black Cau­
cus, called and related what the 
experience of the student was. I 
was not made aware of the inci­
dent by the student and if 1 was,
I would have instituted the nor­
mal procedures of redress.”
When asked what she would 
like to sec come out of this 
incident. Stacey responded, “I 
feel that there should be man­
datory sensitivity training for 
professors in order to prevent 
this type of incident from hap­
pening again. If a student wore 
a swastika on campus, there 
would be a massive uproar, yet 
when a professor wore a similar 
sign of hatred, action was mini­
mal."
by John./. 0  'Sullivan
After a two and one-half hour 
closed session, the SGA decided 
to turn down SGA President 
Sal Anderton’s proposal to have 
a run-off election between 
Michael Roessnerand Francois 
Dander. Thereasoningbehind 
this second election came when 
there was evidence found of a 
flawed election process.
After the election, the num­
ber of votes listed in the voting 
machines was checked with the 
number of votes listed in the 
SGA voter sign-in books. 1240 
voters entered the machine, 
1212 votes were marked off in 
the SGA books, and out of those 
voting 1165 peoplevoted in the 
Presidential Election—a differ­
ence of 28 unaccounted-for 
votes.
SGA Legislator and Acting 
Attorney General during the 
election Lawrence Ramsey said 
that there may have been some 
people that we allowed to enter 
the voting booth for a second 
timeafterexitingthe booth and 
claiming that they did not know 
the voting process
In addition to these unac­
counted-for votes, some of the 
candidates committed cam ­
paign violations, such as candi­
dates being too close to polling 
sites.
IDs and Social Security 
numbers were not checked by
by Anthony O'Donnell
Patricia Campbell-Glenri, 
Regional Director, I S Depart­
ment of Justice Community 
Relations Service, said to mem­
bers of the MSI community on 
Wednesday that “we are all 
Americans and we have so much 
more in common than we have 
differences.”
Ms. Campbell-Glenn was 
keynote speaker at an open 
meeting entitled “We Can All 
Get Along, The Issue of Hu­
man Relations/Race Relations 
on a Multicultural Campus.” 
The meeting was hosted by 
Barbara Milton, MSU’s Equal
There have also been reports 
that vote results were commu­
nicated to candidates and non­
candidates before the polls 
closed, but Ramsey said that 
the information was only known 
by Sal and him, and that no one 
else had access to the knowl­
edge. The candidates were in­
formed on all of these rules be­
fore the election.
This matter was brought to 
the SGA at last Wednesday’s 
meeting during the closed ses­
sion. The conclusion was 
reached by interpreting SGA 
election statute VIII, stating that 
election complaints, “..must be 
made by close of polls.”
What was not looked at, 
however, was the disclaimer in 
the election rules stating that, 
“..any extraordinary circum­
stances not covered by the stat­
utes of the SGA.. will be resolved 
through the use of New Jersey 
state code as adopted by the 
Attorney General of any means 
as adopted by the..SGA.”
These state codes were not 
considered in determining the 
re-vote.
Roessner, annoyed at the re­
sult of the closed session, stated, 
“The SGA has participated in 
an incident which is unethical, 
but has decided to not act.” 
Dauderstated in a letter that, 
“I wish it to be known that I 
supported the vote, and cooper­
ated fully with the process...” 
Anderton stated that the dc-
Opportunity/Affirmative Ac­
tion Officer who pointed to the 
timeliness of the event in the 
wake of the controversy sur­
rounding the invitation of Dr. 
Leonard Jeffries to MSI'.
Before Ms. Campbell-Glenn 
speech small groups of students, 
professors and administrators 
performed several skits to illus­
trate lack of interaction, and 
typical kinds of discrimination 
based upon race and gender on 
campus.
Introducing the
speaker,Katherine E. Smith, 
Chair of the President’s Com­
mission on Affirmative Actioi
cision was, “hard to come by” 
and that he, “..didn’t see how 
state statutes applied tooursitu- 
ation; it didn’t matter.”
When asked if there will be 
a review of these election stat­
utes next year, Anderton said 
that, “the statutes will be re­
viewed and we’re intended on 
running a tighter-run election, 
with more clear election rules.
Ramsey said that next year 
the SGA will need to “Fix the 
system atic  problems” that 
occurcd this election, and re­
grets that these problems put a 
cloud over this election.
Greg MacSweeney, Editor- 
in-Chiefof the Montclarion, said 
“unfortunately the running of 
the election was a mess, and 
the statutes adopted by the leg­
islature are incomplete. Worst 
of all the students are getting 
the short end of the stick.
“I supported Sal’s decision 
to bring this to the Legislature, 
but I think the Legislature got 
caught up in technicalities and 
didn't consider the ethical prob­
lems surrounding the allega­
tions.”
George Olschewski, a SGA 
Legislator, said that he feared an 
SGA E-Board that would learn 
their posts during the summer, 
would be replaced by a new 12- 
Board in the fall after a new 
election would be held and in 
that circumstance the “students 
would really end up getting 
screwed.”
said that the topic of commu­
nity relations was important not 
only for the purpose of working 
on student/student or student/ 
faculty relations, but also fac- 
ulty/faculty relations. She also 
noted that W.E.B. DuBois said 
that “the color line” was the 
problem of the 20th Century, 
and said that “prejudice is alive 
and well in America.”
Campbell-Glenn began her 
remarks with a reference to the 
Oklahoma City bombing. “I 
work on the 34th floor of the 
federal building, so 1 have to
continued on p. A
Good luck to all of 
you lucky graduating 
bastards!
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many poll workers, as required 
bv the Election rules.
Lecture addresses race and 
human relations on campus
N ew s/Friday, M a y  5 , 1995
Delta Kappa Psi vs OSAU: 
tug of war in the cafeteria
by Darin Bruno
Last ’Tuesday between 12:30and 1:00 
p.m. a dispute took place about a banner 
that was displayed in the Student Cen­
ter cafeteria.
1'he banner portrayed a depiction of 
the controversial speaker, Leonard 
Jefferies saying such things as “If I had 
my way I’d wipe them all off the face of 
the earth” and “When asked about 
people of Jewish descent (I am) sick and 
tired of having the damn Jews shovin" 
the holocaust down 
our throats.”
The banner was 
put up by members of 
Delta Kappa Psi and 
draped on top of an 
American flag.
Wayne D ennis,
Vice President of tbe 
O.S.A.L. believed the 
statements on the ban­
ner to be untrue.
“Whcncveryousec in­
justice being done, sometimes you react 
in a way in which people may say you 
overreact to it,” said Dennis. I Ie believed 
the statements were taken from an article 
in a newspaper written on Jeffries.
Dennisasked MarkTahmoosh of Delta 
Kappa Psi to take down the banner and 
Tahmoosh refused. Dennis attempted to 
take the banner down himself. Tahmoosh 
also grabbed the banner, and when the
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think about the tenor of the country.” 
She said that problems always arise 
where there is a majority/minority rela­
tion, and said that anti-immigrant hyste­
ria was shown by looking toward a cer­
tain ethnic group for culprits in the af­
termath of the Oklahoma City bomb­
ing.
Pensions arise in society when a dis­
parity is felt in terms of resources and 
power, and where there is no reliable 
system ofredress for grievances. “That’s 
what’s happen ingin Paterson. They feel 
that the police will always side against 
them.”
She highlighted the need to under­
stand the role perception plays in the 
willingness to effect change, saying “we 
will dismiss data that does not confirm 
our personal opinions.”
She argued that we should acknowl­
edge how difficult it is to reconcile per­
ceptions between people of different 
cultural groups when perceptions can 
differ so greatly even within families.
banner was no longer attached to the 
wall, it became a tug of war.
Dennis released the banner after a 
struggle in which SGA President Sal 
Anderton had to intervene. Following 
this incident Dennis and Tahmoosh 
went to the second floor of the Student 
Center and no further dialogue took 
place between the two.
The O.S.A.U. invited Delta Kappa 
Psi to come and see Jeffries speak on 
Thursday in the Student Center Ball­
rooms.
Delta Kappa Psi spokesman, Greg 
iVIacSweeney said, “We placed the ban­
ner up there for our peaceful protest 
agaist Jeffries speaking on campus. We 
feel that it’s hypocritical for the O.S.A.U. 
to bring the divisive speaker, who has 
been insensitive to different groups in 
the past, after the O.S.A.U. forced the 
issue on the Confederate flag.”
other “were we reared together; did we 
live in the same household?”
However, diversity itself is not an 
evil, she said, stressing that it is natural 
that groups affirm their own heritage. 
“We must remember that cultural pref­
erence is not a crime. In the cafeteria 
the geeks sit w ith the geeks, and the 
joeks sit with the jocks, and that’s Fine,” 
she said. “It’s when we use that cultural 
preference to exclude everyone else 
that we run into problems.”
She compared “the problem of rac­
ism and prejudice” with a “monstrous 
Hydra” that keeps growing limbs.' 
“we’re not addressing the monster, “ 
she said. “We should think of what 
ways we can bury it and keep it hid­
den.”
She concluded on a light note saying 
that whatever differences we have, we 
hold many things in common which 
unite us.
This is proven, she said, by the fact 
that American mothers of whatever ra­
cial or ethnic origin will say to their 
children, “You’d better wear clean un­
derwear or you’ll be hit by a car.”
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He said that, “The Statue of Liberty 
doesn’t have a damn thing to do with 
immigrantscomingin from Europe” and 
that it was originally symbolic of the 
struggle of Africans. I Ic cited a number 
of other historical inconsistences which 
he has noticed in history, such as the 
possession of slaves by many of the 
“foundingfathers” of the United States, 
such as George Washington, who he 
identified as a “slave master bastard.” 
Jeffries asked the audience to repeat the 
lines from a history text written by a 
white author, which read, “Europeans 
were by no means the pioneers of civili­
zation.”
Jeffries said that historical texts have 
“demonized” prominent African Ameri­
cans such as Paul Robeson and Elijah 
Mohammud because they stood for the 
truth. White supremacy has rec|uired 
Blacks to, “be comfortable negroes ratber 
than understanding Africans.”
The need for reparation to African- 
American individuals for their enslave­
ment was discussed as being required 
from not only ethnic groups, but also but 
also from religious traditions. Jeffries 
called on the audience to, “Blacken up 
the Nile, scientific developments, and 
biblical traditions.”
The current plight of African-Ameri­
can people in the United States was 
analyzed by Jeffries. He emphasized 
that study must be done into the roots 
and patterns of criminality and of orga­
nized crime. He cited different mob 
affiliated individuals who contributed 
to the drug trafficking through Black 
communities, such as Bugsy Siegal and 
1 Aicky I Aiciano.
The need for a constructive future for 
Black students was constantly empha­
sized by Jeffries. 1 le said that study 
groups must be developed which explore 
and emphasize the aspects of history and 
culture of African-American people which 
will not only educate the black commu­
nity, but also function as a source for 
information to other ethnic groups. 
Jeffries offered to help start and organize 
such a group for students at MSU.
The controversy surrounding his visit 
was evaluated by Jeffries himself. He 
argued that, “Montclair has to be a place 
where the social fabric is strong enough 
to deal w ith controversy...the social fab­
ric must contain diverging views.” The 
need for the university to be a “prepa­
ration for the real world” was voiced. 
Jeffries argued that because he is a tax­
payer in New Jersey (he owns three 
homes in the state) he has the right to 
question what is beingtaughtatschools.
“Trial and tribulation is a test be­
cause their future will involve many 
trials and tribulations,” Jeffries said of 
the OSAU organizers of the event who 
fought weeks of controversy to have 
him as speaker, “they have passed - this 
has been a trial, a tribulation, and a 
triumph.”
Wayne Dennis, Vice-President of the 
OSAU, commented, “It was important 
that people came out to see him. The 
message reflected  what the Paul 
Robeson Affair is all about.”
When asked about the lack of protest 
surrounding the evening from those who 
w'ere opposed to Jeffries’ presence, he 
explained that the individuals “did 
themselves a disservice” by not attend­
ing. “People need toheartbeotherside 
and become more critical thinkers. 
Challenge professors, both wdiite and 
black...why can’t we have differences 
of opinion without getting in an uproar 
or being afraid?”
Regarding the content of Jeffries’ 
presentation, he observed, “He gave 
historical facts which no one could deny 
ordispute. Jeffries told the truth, which 
has had to be balanced.”
Jeffries emphasized throughout the 
presentation that, “the greatest weapon 
in the hands of the oppressor is the 
mind of the oppressed.” Dennis ex­
panded on this idea, citing the impor­
tance for all people to hear differing 
opinions and learn, commenting, “In 
order for you to better someone else, 
you must first better yourself.”
Jeffries will be returning to the MSI 
campus on Monday in the Student Cen­
ter Ballroom “B” for an open question 
and answer session.
She said that siblings can say to each
H a ve a  g rea t sum m er!
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would like to thank those members of 
the Editorial board who will no longer
be with us next year:
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Brian Falzarano, Sports Editor
The executive board is losing only 
one member, but he will be
sorely missed:
Chris Hinck
Managing Editor
Thank You.
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Campus police report
ARRESTS
April 24 Thomas McGrath, a student 
at MSII, was arrested in the Bohn Hall 
lobby and charged with being under the 
influence of a controlled dangcroussub- 
stance.
An assistant manager in the building 
had showed campus police to the sus­
pect who was acting strangely.
When questioned, McGrath was in­
coherent or did not respond. He also 
tried to avoid looking at the officers.
McGrath was taken by ambulance to 
Mountainside Hospital. He will be ar­
raigned in the Little Falls Municipal 
Court on May 10 at 4:30 p.m.
April 27 at 4:20 a.m. Paul Jandreau, a 
resident, was arrested in Blanton Hall 
and charged with possession of a con­
trolled dangerous substance and drug 
paraphernalia.
A resident assistant saw the items in 
plain sight during a room check after a 
fire alarm.
Jandreau will be arraigned in the 
Little Falls Municipal Court on May 10 
at 4:30 p.m.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
April 26 at 12:22 p.m. an agitated
female wascurs- 
ing and banging 
on a desk in 
room 208ofCol- 
lege Hall.
She was ap­
parently  ex­
pressing herdis- 
satisfaction with 
the university.
Campus Po­
lice escorted her 
off the premises.
May 27 at 
12:25 p.m. Cam­
pus Police re­
sponded to a re­
port of a fight in 
progress in the 
parking lot at the Clove Road Apart­
ments.
When they arrived, they saw ap­
proximately 10 combatants who dis­
persed into the crowd.
ALARM
April 27 at 2:50 a.m. a smoke bomb set 
off the alarm on the second floor of 
Blanton Hall. The building was evacu­
ated.
MEDICAL
April 28 at 11:50 
p.m. astudent, play­
ing basketball at a 
booth at the carni­
val in lot 22, injured 
her right ankle.
Cedar Grove am­
bulance responded, 
but the student re­
fused transport to 
the hospital.
THEFT
Between April 24 
and April 25 at 3:01 
a.m. a VCR was sto­
len from a locked 
closet in College 
Hall. There was no 
sign of forced entry.
On April 28 between 6:00 and 6:30 
a.m. a tray of donuts was stolen from the 
loading dock at the Freeman Hall Caf­
eteria.
April 28 at 9:00 a.m. a vending ma­
chine in the New Building was found 
unlocked and open.
Twelve bottles of Fruitopia were sto­
len.
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
April 27 at 1:42 a.m. a window on a 
shuttle bus station in lot 26 was broken.
An anonymous caller reported that 
he or she had seen two males and one 
female in the area, and that one of them 
had thrown a rock at the window.
April 27 at 10:57 p.m. the front win­
dow of a ‘95 F'ord Taurus, parked in lot 
28, was cracked.
MISCELLANEOUS
April 25 at 1:15 p.m. Dean Fordycc 
reported seeing a male professor spray­
ing a substance in the hallway on the 
fourth floor of the New Building. She 
later smelled perfume, and had an al­
lergy attack.
No criminal complaint was signed. 
The matter will be handled internally.
April 27 at 9:00 p.m. an officer found 
a makeup case containing a white pow­
der in lot 22 at the carnival.
It is suspected to be a controlled 
dangerous substance.
Between April 30 and May 1 the 
manager of the Blanton Hall Cafeteria 
reported that someone had been using 
their dumpster for household garbage.
compiled by Ten Ryan
HELP WANTED
W aitress /  W aiter  
Sum m er H elp
Part T im e & Full T im e Shifts
Upper Montclair 
275 Bellevue A venue 
in the Upper Montclair Train Station
Phone : 744-7900
Or: A pply in person
BODY TO BODY PB000CTI0NS
LAMBDA THETA PHIpresents A0(t> Kappa Chapter 
another ladies night '"til the break of dawn"
LADIES FREE 
$5.00 W/FLYER 
Greeks w/para
$7,00 W/O Flyer
MAY 11th
9:00 • 3AM
New York's flavor comes alive:
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DJ RAUL DJ GLENN 
classics house
DJ DOUBLE D DJ JUST 
reggae hip-hop
NO SNEAKERS » NO HATS » NO ATTITUDES
F u m m c o  m c E C L U 3
235 Preakness Avenue
For info call: (201) 345-2272 Beeper (201) 916-9852 / 470-1942
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“A stro n o m y  in  
space aw areness p ro g ra m
b\ Tom Bond
On April 29, Richardson I tail 
became Starflcct Academy for 
a few hundred adults and chil­
dren with the right stuff: curi­
osity about the heavens. This 
was the thrust of the second 
annual Astronomy In Montclair, 
a space awareness program 
sponsored by the Glenfield 
Planetarium (at the Glenfield 
Middle School), MSU, The 
Newark Museum’s Dreyfuss 
Planetarium and the North Jer­
sey Astronom ical Group 
(NJAG).
The second annual As­
tronomy In Montclair was orga­
nized by the Astronomy in 
Montclair Committee, consist­
ing of Dr. Mary Lou West of 
the Physics Dept, NJAG Presi­
dent Kevin Conod, and com­
mittee members Michael Miller 
and Valerie Sweatt. However 
this year nearly the entire event 
was held at MSU.
At 10:00 a.m. sharp, the 
skywatching awareness semi­
nar blasted off at the Glenfield 
Planetarium with a spectacle 
entitled, “Stars of Spring”. At 
11:30, the event rocketed into 
MSU’s Richardson I lull whose 
second floor was soon swarmed 
with star-struck children shout­
ing, “M ommy, I wanna go 
here!” as they waltzed around 
to check out the attractions.
A variety of programs were 
available to expand people’s 
horizons. They elaborated on 
how gravity works, comets are 
created, meteors, the theory of 
relativity, the history of Ameri­
can Indian Astronomy, and how 
a CCD (Charged Coupled De­
vice) Camera facilitates a better 
analysis of the celestial objects.
In addition, the Newark 
M useum ’s portable p lan­
etarium brought the night sky 
to room 231. There were work­
shops giving children the op­
portunity to display their artis­
tic flair by making astronauts, 
spacecrafts, and star/planet 
mobiles. There was also the 
Star I rek Memorabilia Exhibit 
that covered all the starbases 
on the never-ending craze 
touched off by the 1966-69 sci- 
fi series. And to top it all off, the 
NJAG rank-and-file were out 
in force in their official blue 
shirts to give a helping hand.
Thanks to West, this reporter 
was allowed to participate in 
Astronomy In Montclair by 
heading one of the five 
children’s workshops, entitled 
“Write a Letter Home From 
Space.” That is, youngsters got 
to draw their own planets and 
name them.
They additionally had the 
chance to compose essays on 
how it would be to land on an­
other planet or for an alien to 
discover Earth, although there 
were few takers. Glenfield 
M iddle School T eacher 
Lourdes Woolev assisted with 
the workshop. “Its gratifying 
to see a lot of young students 
in terested  in space,” said 
Woolev.
Meanwhile, West was hav­
ing a “Marv”-good time con­
ducting the “Astronomy On a 
Computer” workshop where 
kids toured the final frontier 
with the help of Macintosh 
computers. West was appropri­
ately attired for the occasion in 
her black star-studded as­
tronomy shirt complemented 
by literally stellar earrings.
Concerning unique presen­
tations, Star Trek enthusiast Jay 
Jengo was at the helm of the 
Star I rek Memorabilia Exhibit.
Jengo displayed his galaxy of 
paraphernalia which ran the 
gamut from dolls of USS Enter­
prise crew members to Starflcct 
blueprints and technical manu­
als. The list of items could go 
on and on beyond the limits of 
Federation space.
In terms of outdoor spec­
tacles, NJAG Vice President 
John Miksits presided over five 
telescopes in front of 
Richardson Hall specially 
rigged for solar viewing. 'Flic 
viewing started at 11:30 and 
stopped at 3:00 p.m. with the 
end of Astronomy In 
Montclair’s daytime festivities. 
“Never look at the sun through 
a telescope unless you have a 
sun filter and know how to in­
stall it and use it properly,” 
Miksits said.
Astronomy In Montclair’s 
splashdown occurred at 8:30 
p.m. with a special Saturday 
night edition of Public Tele­
scope Night outside Richardson 
Hall. With the overcast sky 
clearing at the last minute, 
NJAG member Joe Marzullo 
set up his ten inch Meade tele­
scope and NJAG member Mark 
Ivanovic quickly followed suit 
with his eight inch Cclestron. 
They entertained a crowd of 
over 40 with views of the planet 
Mars, double star Cor Caroli, 
and globular cluster M3.
Finally, West was on hand to 
take spectators on a tour of the 
April nocturnal canopy with her 
skywisc finger. She pointed 
out and discussed the many 
highlights with the unmistak­
able familiarity of an astronomy 
professor; owing grace, of 
course, to the eleventh hour 
weather improvement. “Let’s 
just say the force was really with 
us tonight.’
Shuttle bus driver 
sick in hospital
by Nancy Thompson
Attention commuter stu­
dents. Have you noticed 
someone missing lately from 
campus life? Quarry shuttle 
bus driver, Donald Stephens, 
is gravely ill in the hospital.
Suffering from internal 
bleeding, Donald was hospi­
talized on April 17. Prior to 
his April 24 surgery, he had 
used 14 units of blood. Re­
ports arc that more units have 
been used since then.
Stephens and his wife 
Betty-, a nurse, live in New­
ark. They are the parents of 
three children, the youngest 
of whom, Amanda Williams 
Thompson, graduated from 
MSU in 1989. They also have 
five grandchildren. Donald 
has been the well-loved 
Quarry shuttle bus driver for 
the last 3 1/2 years. I le spent 
22 years as an academy m- 
structorin the U.S. Army, and 
for 18 years prior to his em­
ployment at MSU, he drove 
school buses and charter 
buses.
S tuden ts hearing of
Because some seniors are 
graduating, the Montclarion 
will be looking for writers 
in the fall. Come in this 
summer, or call 655-5169.
Donald’s plight are usually 
moved to comment on what a 
kind gentleman he isand then 
go on to tell stories illustrat­
ing Donald’s kindness. Get 
well cards may be sent to him 
c/o St. James Hospital, 155 
Jefferson Street, Newark, NJ 
07015, Room 306.
Perhaps the kindest thing 
any of us can do for Donald is 
to replace the blood he used 
from the North jersey Blood 
Center at401 Pleasant Va 11ey 
Way, West Orange, te le­
phone number 201 -669-9898. 
I ’he blood center is open from 
8:00 a.ro, to 11:00 p.m. on 
Mondays and Fridays, On 
Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday the hours are from 
12:00 Noon to 7:00 p.m.
More blood is needed to 
replace the blood Donald has 
used already. There isn’t 
anything nicer you could do 
for Donald...and all it will cost 
you is a little of your time.
Be sure to mention that 
you are replacing blood for 
Donald Stephens so that it 
wi 11 Ire credi ted to h i s accoti n t.
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D ean H a rris prom otes ra cia l harm ony
by Tom Bond
Promotingracial harmony, the speech 
code issue, and the Board of Trustee’s 
(BOT) decision not to arm the univer­
sity police were topics discussed by As­
sociate Dean of Students James Harris 
on May 2 during a 15 minute interview 
in his office.
In terms of improving race relations, 
Harris said that the first step is to recog­
nize that communication problems ex­
ist. “The best way to achieve racial 
harmony is to admit there arc barriers to 
unrestricted communication. People 
come here from schools and neighbor­
hoods that are basically segregated, so 
people come here with inexperience in 
communicating across racial lines.”
1 larrissaid the second course of action 
lies in hosting events that foster interra­
cial harmony. “We need to sponsor ac­
tivities that will work for the common 
good of the community. These could be 
social, academic, or other types of activi­
ties. 1'he key thing is working toward a 
common goal based on what we share 
instead of the things that set us apart; 
being that we all have a lot more in 
common than things not in common.”
I larris added that reductions in edu­
cational aid arc a threat to racial tran­
quility. “For the last thirty years, this 
country had made a very concerted ef­
fort to insure there’s open access to 
higher education without regard to the 
ability to pay. As the federal govern­
ment cuts funding sources, it means 
access will be limited. When you make 
finance part of the access question, it 
disproportionately affects the lower in­
come class, who are minorities such as 
blacks, latinos, and Asians.”
1 larris elaborated on how scaling back 
educational aid adversely affects mi­
norities. “They’re not going to get 
good jobs. Their quality of life in 
America will be poor. Unfortunately, in 
America, people will get money one 
way or another. If they can't get it 
legally, they will get it illegally. A 
permanent underclass is a very expen­
sive proposition. Welfare, incarcera­
tion, drug rehabilitation, are all a lot 
more expensive than education which 
is preventative while all these other 
things [necessitate rehabilitation). 
Therefore, I think all people of good 
ought to insist that education should be 
the last place to take cuts.”
Regarding the speech code ques­
tion, I larrissaid that such an edict would 
be useless. “Speech codes don’t work. 
First of all, they get you in court. Sec­
ond of all, if people don’t accept speech 
codes, they will merely express them­
selves in non-speech forms such as graf­
fiti. I think it’s better to have informal 
rules of courtesy. This way, the commu­
nity can react as a whole. After all, the 
best discipline is discipline by your peers 
instead of one single authority.”
I larris emphasized that a speech code 
would also have a negative impact on the 
university’s professors. “A speech code is 
very difficult to deal with in a university 
setting where you have faculty with a 
very high level of knowledge. It’s diffi­
cult to bridle people who are in the pur­
suit of truth.
"Suppose I’m doing research with a 
microscope and I’ve discovered some­
thing I have never seen before. Do you 
really think I should not say I saw it 
simply because it isn’t popular?”
Lastly, Harris defended the Board of 
Trustee’s move to deny the university 
police the right to carry guns. “Yes. I 
believe the board made the right decision 
because everyone was asked for input. 
The overwhelming majority of people do 
not perceive the dangersofcrime to be so 
great that guns are necessary. The board 
listened to many different points of view 
before coming to the conclusion that the 
university environment does not justify 
arming the police. Overall, the important 
factor is that the board decided this issue 
democratically since they listened to the 
voices they heard.”
Thanks, to 
all of our 
contributing 
writers who 
helped 
make this 
year a 
success.
-the M ontclarion  
E d ito r ia l 
B o a rd
Portfolio
Director
Introducing Portfolio 
Director from VALIC.
Portfolio Director,
VALIC’s combination fixed 
and variable annuity, offers 
New Jersey Alternate 
Benefit Program participants 
a broad selection.of invest­
ment options and access to 
professional fund managers. 
This program also provides a 
method for selecting invest­
ments and combining them 
to create a diversified 
retirement portfolio.
Portfolio Director 
features:
■  Professional 
Investment 
Management
Portfolio Director 
gives you access to widely 
known fund managers and 
subadvisers, including 
Bankers Trust, Dreyfus.
T. Rowe Price, Templeton 
and VALIC.
■  A Wide A rray of 
Investment Options
■  Investment Flexibility
■  No Transfer or 
Surrender Charges
■  No Sales Charges 
Or Maintenance Fees
■  Personal,
One-To-One Service
■  Computer-Based 
Retirement Planning
VALIC specialists use laptop 
computers to bring you an 
array of valuable financial 
services, including:
•  4SIGHT®  Reliremenl 
Planning Services
• Portfolio Optimizer 
Asset Allocation 
Services
VALIC New Jersey 
Regional Office
90 Woodbridge Center Dr.,
Ste. 410, Woodbridge,
NJ 07095, (908) 750-5611 
or 1-800-44-VALIC 
Fax:(908)636-9350
America s Retirement Han Specialists
5 VALIC
from Nine Asset Classes -A- An American General Company
For more com plete inform ation about VALIC and Portfolio Director, including charges and expenses, please 
request a prospectus by calling I -800-44-VALIC (1-800 448-2542). Please read the prospectus carefully before investing 
or sending money. Portfolio D irector is distributed by The Variable Annuity M arketing Company (VAMCO). 
€> 1995 The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company. Houston. Texas. VALIC is a registered service mark of The Variable 
Annuity Life Insurance Company
Financial aid 
in jeopardy
By Anne Johnnsen
Financial aid may be sharply reduced 
and certain programs eliminated at 
Montclair State and all colleges and uni­
versities nextyear, said Randall Richards, 
Director of Financial Aid.
“My main interest is to share with the 
students information about MSU now 
and proposals to reduce federal student 
aid in the near future,“ Richards said.
Congress is proposing to cut student 
aid programs by 20 billion dollars over 
the next five years. If the cutbacks go 
into effect, students would have to pay 
interest payments on Stafford Loans
while they are still attending school, 
Perkins Loans may be eliminated, and 
work study may be cut or eliminated 
entirely.
The Pell Grant, the cornerstone of 
most Financial aid packages, may be 
elim inated entirely. Rep. Marge 
Roukema (R-NJ), a Montclair State 
graduate, may introduce a bill that would 
eliminate the Pell Grant program.
Financial aid has become increasingly 
important to students over the last few 
years, Richards said. In the 1990-91
school year, there were 3,400 recipients 
of aid at MSU. For the 1994-95 school 
years, there are 4,450 students receiv­
ing aid, a 31 percent increase.
In 1990-91 $12.7 million dollars in 
aid as awarded, and by 1994-95 it had 
increased to $21.4 mill ion dollars — a 70 
percent increase.
For the current school year 78 per­
cent offull-time undergraduates and 60 
percent of full-time graduate students 
receive financial aid.
Sixty-six percent of financial aid re­
cipients come from families with in­
comes of less than $30,000 per year. 
Richards said that students who have 
their aid reduced may only be able to 
attend part-time because the students 
will not be able to afford full-time tu­
ition.
Richards said that it is important for 
students to become involved in the fight 
to save financial aid programs. Stu­
dents should write to their Senators and 
members of Congress to protest the 
proposed cuts. The Financial Aid of­
fice has drafted a sample letter for stu­
dents to use in writing these letters.
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Second Careers Program 
aids older adult students
by Mary J. Bell
Each year approximately 150 stu­
dents enroll in the Second Careers Pro­
gram to earn a bachelor’s degree.
MSI I offers this program for adults, 
25 and older. A high school diploma or 
equivalency certificate is required to 
enroll.
“Adults arc taking advantage of con­
tinuing education courses,” said writer, 
K. Patricia Cross, in her book. Adults as 
Learners. For some it helps to adapt to 
the changing work place.
Students in the Re-entry Seminar 
agreed to complete a questionnaire 
about the reason why they returned to 
school for a degree. All reports showed 
their enthusiasm and appreciation of 
the program.
“Helps you glide into school easier 
and not feel like an old student,” one 
adult commented, age 52.
“Would be more difficult and less 
enjoyable without Angela and the de­
partment for extra support upon return­
ing to school at age 28,” said another 
student.
The questionnaires showed that the 
average age of students is 26 to 32.
Angela Frusteri, the director of the 
program, and a former Second Career 
Student, understands the concerns and 
questions of each student.
Frusteri, after earning a business de­
gree, waited 17 years to enroll in the 
Second Careers Program and earned a 
masters degree in counseling. “Some­
times you need to wait for the answers,” 
is Frusteri’s advice.
The Second Careers Program offers 
a Re-entry Seminar, a two-credit course 
on a weekly basis, designed to make the 
college experience successful.
Introduction to library' research, study 
techniques and writing a college term 
paper are provided. Information about 
campus life, services, places and events 
helps in getting acclimated.
A married student, age 27, com­
mented, “The Second Careers Program 
is excellent, geared to adult students 
and our needs and concerns.”
Another married student, age 26, gave 
her reason for entering the program, 
“Hungerforknowledge. Wish they had 
a program for freshman when I first 
attempted college.”
A musician, age 31, single, gave rea­
sons for entering, “...as a backup to my 
music career, to learn new things and 
meet new people. Second Careers is a 
fantastic opportunity for those of us who 
put school off, and now can continue 
their education in an easier way.
A pharmaceutical production leader 
answered, “To get a good educational
background so I can work in a field I 
enjoy.”... single, age 30.
The 24 students who completed the 
questionnaire included 12 singles, and 
eight married students with children at 
home.
Older adults in the Second Careers 
Program have the same drive and en­
thusiasm to attain their goals. Harriet 
Honie, a MSU graduate, with a 
bachelor’s degree in English Literature 
will be awarded a Master of Arts degree 
in counseling. She wants to continue 
working in her field.
A former legal secretary is fulfilling a 
lifelong desire to earn a bachelor’s de­
gree in English. “This program is liter­
ally a dream come true.” she said. It is 
an excellent opportunity to study Ameri­
can and British literature and poetry.
Counseling service is provided at the 
office of the Second Careers Program for 
adults with questions related to return­
ing to college. Making the choice about 
part-ti me day classes or taking even i ng or 
weekend courses is discussed.
Questions about the opportunity for 
advanced placement by the College 
Level Examination Program (CLEP) 
are explained.
Five general standardized 90 minute 
tests survey general knowledge and 
ability to apply basic principles. The 
tests cover English Composition, math­
ematics, natural sciences, the humani­
ties, and social sciences/history. A pos­
sible 24 credits can be earned through 
the CLEP general examinations.
Questions about a chosen program of 
study are defined, with counseling.
Business administration headed the 
list for students already in the work force 
but wanted to further their careers.
Teaching and counseling were ten­
tative goals for several students.
Other choices included speech and 
theater, computer science, psychology, 
social science, and anthropology.
Answers to the questionnaires em­
phasized that earning a bachelor’s de­
gree was a primary consideration to stu­
dents, to ensure their future careers.
“Their goals must be their inspira­
tion,” is the advice of the director of the 
program.
Application Deadlines for Admission:
September admission:
Part-time - June 15th
January admissions:
Part-time - October 1st
Upon application, the high school 
must send their transcripts and other 
credits to the admissions office.
For more information on the program 
contact Angela Frusteri at the Second 
Careers Office at 655-4432 or 655-7108.
D r  A la n  B euch ler
by Keri Sutfor
Many students at MSU seem to 
share a common denominator: the 
feeling that we have been here for­
ever! But I wonder if any one of us 
could actually say that he or she has 
been here long enough to remember 
when Richardson Hall, Partridge 
Hall, and the Student Center did not 
exist. Or when the dorms on campus 
were limited to Chapin and Russ 
Halls. Or when there was nothing 
located north of the Drop-In Center. 
Or when the parking was limited to 
the lawn now covering the quad.
Twenty-seven years has brought a 
tremendous amount of change to this 
campus. For that matter, five years 
has brought a tremendous amount of 
change to this campus. However, 
some of the most unchanging, en- 
during aspects of MontclairState can 
be found within the faculty. Dr. Alan 
Beuchler, Director of Admissions is 
unequivocally an example of that 
seasoned milieu. He has played a 
major role in each student’s “begin­
ning” at MSU. He takes great pride 
in knowing a lot about the students 
on this campus and is certain that 
none of us have really been here 
forever.
Beuchler began as an undergradu­
ate student at Gettysburg Univer­
sity, and then went on to earn ad­
vanced degrees at Rutgers Univer­
sity. When asked about being a stu­
dent in his day, Beuchler just smiled 
and said, “Oh, how I miss the holi­
days...” He went on to say that his 
favorite part of being a college stu­
dent was the ability to spend time 
with so many different people of the 
same age and to be able to talk freely 
in all-night-long “bull sessions,” that 
resulted in permanent friendships.
Beuchler majored in English. 
There was just as much reading and 
writing required when he was an un­
dergraduate, but Beuchler was not 
only “pre-student center,” he was 
“pre-p.c. [personal computer].” (The 
English majors at MSU think they 
have it bad. “Take home” exams 
may be stressful, but imagine w'hat 
they would be like if we had to type 
them and retype them on an old type­
writer).
Once Beuchler graduated from 
Gettysburg, he began teaching high 
school English. After four years, he 
received a phone call from Gettysburg 
asking if he would be interested in 
doing some counseling work. H e’s 
been in the admissions profession 
ever since.
“Montclair is at the forefront of 
higher education, and it really is a 
great place to work,” says the 27 year
veteran. In 1968 there were some 20 
transfer students and a freshman class 
of 400. Today there are transfers 
from innumerable institutions all 
overthc country and a freshman class 
of 1000.
Beuchler believes in the “hands- 
on” approach to everything. If he’s 
not recruiting students, lie can be 
found hosting luncheons and evening 
receptions for guidance counselors. 
He takes part in the open houses, 
while he maintains that his very pro­
ductive Admissions office stays that 
way.
He serves on the University Plan­
ning Committee, as well as the En­
rollment Management Committee. 
And although he rarely has room in 
his calendar, he is always planning 
beyond the function. For instance, 
he is currently working on a project 
that possibly will allow high school 
students to fill out applications and 
send transcripts through a computer.
One of the successful programs 
implemented by Beuchler and su­
pervised by Jimmy Luciano, assis­
tant director, is the Ambassador pro­
gram. This program employs ap­
proximately 35 MSU students who 
have various responsibilities, such 
as: assisting the department cleri­
cally, answering telephones, over­
seeing the information booth in Col­
lege Hall, and most importantly, giv­
ing campus tours to prospective stu­
dents and their parents. “Besides 
my kids, I am most proud of my staff 
and that includes the ambassadors 
who have really become part of it.”
Growing up at the Jersey shore, 
Dr. Alan Beuchler’s favorite place is 
still the beach. He likes to walk on 
the beach at any time of year and 
prefers to do it in the early time of 
the day. In fact, if Beuchler spots 
you wearingan LBI sweatshirt, don’t 
be surprised if he stops to talk to you. 
And he can talk to anyone, about 
almost any topic, he did not only 
answer my questions, he talked to 
me. He even offered some advice on 
graduation: “When I graduated, 1 
assumed that my career would be 
teaching English—always keep your 
options open.” He has been in this 
profession for almost 30 years. 1 le is 
a prime example of how that advice 
can be helpful.
Beuchler is someone who loves 
his job. He is dedicated to MSU and 
to the students here. If you do not 
catch him on the phone, then you 
can find him at the oversized desk in 
his office. College 1 lall is no ivory 
tower for this devoted administrator, 
but if he had a drawbridge, 1 can 
assure you that it would never be up.
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Alumni Association 
seeks new members
Spanish honor society 
remembers José Marti
by Melanie Ruiz
If on the day of your gradua­
tion you find an alumni mem­
bership card inside your di­
ploma, don't be surprised. The 
one-year membership card was 
put in there by the Alumni 
Relations office located on 
Normal Avenue.
T he  office, which was 
founded in 1964, is the main 
organ of the Alumni Associa­
tion. It’s purpose according to 
Diane Aimone, Program Assis­
tant, is to “try to encourage pride 
and tradition in MSU.”
I'he office counts only 5.2% 
active members this year. This 
is 2,300 donors out of 60,000 
graduates whose addresses they 
have. Mrs. Aimone said the 
studen ts’ attitudes towards 
MSU are changing. There is no 
sense of pride or loyalty in the 
students nowadays, and the fact 
that MSI is a commuter school 
does not help either. Students 
who graduated in the 1940’sor 
1960’s are the ones that always 
come back.
Despite this drawback, the 
office keeps working with the 
graduates they have. For them, 
the office prepares various ac­
tivities during the course of the 
year. The Homecoming Pa-
rade. Alumni weekend, the 
SummerSplash, the Phonathon 
and reunions are some of these 
activities. These are not al­
ways entirely free, but most of 
the cost is paid by those gradu­
ates who give donations to the 
Association.
Unfortunately, noteverystu- 
dent who graduates from MSU 
wants to be an active member 
of the Association. The first 
membership card that is placed 
with the diploma is good for 
only one year. After that year if 
the Association doesn’t hear 
from the student, it is presumed 
that the student is not inter­
ested in the Association. They 
are then considered passive 
members.
There are advantages to be­
ing a member. With the card 
graduates get discounts and the 
privileges of using some of the 
university facilities (the pool 
and the library.)
The Association, which was 
established in 1911, gives out 
over 30 scholarships every year.
11 is for this that the Association 
is best known. The money for 
these scholarships comes from 
the Alumni Relations annual 
budget, the designated school 
budget and the graduates do­
nations. These scholarships are 
not only for graduate students 
but for undergraduates too.
The scholarships arc divided 
between the different schools 
and programs. Alumni Cita­
tions Awards and the Outstand­
ing Faculty Award are also given 
away at Commencement.
The Association presently is 
raising funds to help rebuild 
Russ Hall into a dormitory; this 
is due to the initiative ofgradu- 
ates who lived in the building 
when it used to be a dorm.
Students might think they 
never heard about the Alumni 
Relations office before. The 
truth is most of the students 
don’t remember that a repre­
sentative from the office went 
to their freshman orientations, 
something they still do. That 
way the staff approaches the 
students from their first day at 
MSU.
Although most of the Office 
staff are not MSU graduates, 
these people are proud of work­
ing here and they encourage 
the students to join the organi­
zation and participate in the 
activities. They certainly hope 
that one day the pride and honor 
of being a MSU graduate 
emerges again.
by Anthony O’Donnell
MSU’s Delta Chi chapter of 
Sigma Delta Pi, the national 
honor society for students of 
Spanish and Latin American 
language and literature, in­
ducted 15 new m em bers 
Wednesday, May 3, 1995. Es­
ter Ticona served as Mistress of 
Ceremonies, and was accom­
panied in the ritual initiation 
by Society Chapter President 
Edith Ticona and Vice Presi­
dent Claudia Guerrero.
In addition to the induction 
ceremony the event commemo­
rated the centenary ofthe death 
of José Marti, Cuban patriot, 
poet and essayist. Marti, who is 
recognized as one of the lead­
ing literary figures of the Span­
ish language in the Nineteenth 
Century, was honored by read­
ings of several of his works.
Amongthe readings were La
nina de Guatemala by professor 
Rogelio Zapata, and Mi cabal- 
leva by Lucy H ernandez. 
Damaris M elendez, with Gui­
tarist and singer Fernando 
Davila, perform ed Versos 
senci/los, an interpretation of 
Marti’s lyric poetry, both spo­
ken and as adapted musically 
in the Cuban anthem , 
Guantanamera.
Dr. Valentin Soto, faculty 
advisor to the Delta Chi chap­
ter,said thatthe indueteesshowed 
that students of Spanish at MSI I 
have great potential.
“'Flic students here are very 
good,” Soto said, “but there is a 
need to provide them with some 
kind ofcentcrorbackbone here­
to give them a greater sense of 
academic belonging. I think it 
is the duty of the faculty to do
continued on p. IJ
‘A day in the life’ of Margaree Goleman-Carter
by Kerri Agostino
l'he Residence Life com­
munity at MSU serves as a 
home-away-from-home for 
2,200 students. Although ours 
is often considered a “com- 
mutercampus”, the program 
is quite visible,with five resi­
dence halls and the Clove 
Road Complex.
I'hose involved with 
“Res L ife” understand, 
however, that it is more than 
housing, as students and 
staff become family and 
work together as a team.
One member, Margaree 
Colcman-Carter, shares her 
experiences, as well as her 
position as the Director of 
Residence Life.
Arriving on campus as a 
graduate student pursuing a 
Masters of Arts in Counsel­
ing and Human Services, 
Margaree Coleman-Carter 
proudly came “through the
ranks” of Residence Life. Hav­
ing worked as a Resident Assis- 
tant and later managing 
W ebster Hall, she was ap­
pointed to the administration 
as an Acting Director. When 
the college sought to fill the 
position perm anently , 
Colcman-Carter competed in a 
national job search for the job. 
Afterali the interviews, though, 
the best candidate had obvi­
ously been right underfoot, as 
this July will mark her fifth year 
as the office’s director.
What would a ‘day in the life 
o f  Margaree Coleman-Carter 
reveal ? “A spastic woman !”, 
she laughs, admittedly, “I am 
always on the go.” Responsible 
for the entire Residence Life 
program, l'he Director’s job 
includes supervising finances, 
food services and facilities 
management,while also acting 
as a juridical hearings officer. 
“The campus community is a
continuous operation and be­
cause the residence halls are 
open all the time, there is al­
ways the potential for things to 
become hectic.” Margaree 
Coleman-Carter remains avail­
able, even from her home, as 
staff support is a crucial ele­
ment in the Residence Life 
community. “Mv greatest joy is 
the cooperative spirit. From stu­
dents employees to adminis­
tration and maintenance, ev­
eryone on staff pitches in won­
derfully”, states the Director.
Regarding the quality of ser­
vices the University provides 
its on-cam pus residents, 
Coleman-Carter further adds, 
“Residence Life officers are 
often highly criticized, not only 
here at MSU, but on other cam­
puses as well. People some­
times feel that they are not re­
ceiving everything that they 
need. Of course we have our 
problems; we’re not perfect.
But I do feel that people see 
your hard work and reward it.” 
The Office of Residence 
Life provides resources and 
opportunities, but ultimately 
residents are held responsible 
for their actions on 
campus.Unfortunately, stu­
dents aren’t perfect either. 
Bomb threats, sneaking in al­
cohol, and even residents re- 
pellingout of seventh floor win­
dows!!) have become as rou­
tine as clicking I-cards for secu­
rity purposes. So there must be 
other ‘highlights’ from the 
Director’s work with the judi­
ciary board that she would like 
to share, right? Well, while 
many cases remain in litigation, 
Margaree Coleman-Carter does 
hint that she has encountered 
some very interesting stories. 
What she will confirm, how­
ever, is that even in situations 
where disciplinary actions are 
taken, she attempts to main­
tain good relations. “I see stu­
dents on campus who I have 
suspended from housing and 
they’ll say ‘Hi, Ms Carter.’ 
When everyone acts as adult, 
things of that nature don’t 
have to become personal.” 
One famed Freeman I lull 
rapellcr, who now resides off 
cam pus, a tte sts  to this, 
explaining,’’Although the di­
rector didn’t appreciate what 
we did, she was fair and did not 
judge us by our actions.lt was 
just a poor judgement call.” 
As for Margaree Coleman- 
C arter’s future on MSU’s 
campus? 'l'he Director plans 
to continue in Residence 
Life. “I like my job and enjoy 
working with the people 
here.”, she says. “I do intend 
on studying for my Phd and 
remain in higher education 
as a Dean of Students oreven 
teach ing  on the college 
level.”
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E ducational O p p o rtu n ity  F u n d  in danger
by Eridanin Perez-Jaquez
The EOF program was founded in 
1968 to provide economically and edu­
cationally disadvantaged students with 
an opportunity to attain an education. 
EOF has been deemed as an Affirma­
tive Action program, but Mr. Michael 
Brown, director of EOF, refutes this 
assumption and explained the goal of 
the EOF program.
Brown clarified that EOF is not ex­
actly an Affirmative Action program 
based on race or gender; however, it is in 
the “spirit” of Affirmative Action in that 
it promotes opportunities for economi­
cally and educationally disadvantages 
students.
“One thing that must be clear is that 
EOF is not exclusively a Black or Latino 
program, but it so happens that it is mostly 
Black and Latino students that come 
from the high areas of poverty and thus 
they are the majority that enter the 
program,” he said. “This is a program for 
the poor regardless of race or gender.”
In the 1994-95 academic year, 40 
percent of EOF students were Blacks, 
40 percent 1 Iispanics, 15 percent Whites 
and five percent Asians.
Brown also explained that minorities 
have the highest percentage of partici­
pation in the program because they are 
more educationally disadvantaged than 
the majority.
Educationally disadvantaged, as de­
fined by Brown, does not mean stu­
dents are not intelligent; instead, it ap­
plies to students who attend poor dis­
trict schools that lack the facilities, new 
textbooks, and technology that middle 
and upper-income district schools en­
joy.
Brown said, “In suburban areas stu­
dents have better ccpiipmcnt, comput­
ers, and tutors. These facilities create a 
safe and comfortable educational envi­
ronment for suburban students, as op­
posed to the poor school districts that 
lack the means to create a similar envi­
ronment.”
I Ic also clarifies that many students 
allege EOF stands for “Equal” Oppor­
tunity Fund, while EOF is the acronym 
for “Educational” Opportunity Fund.
Even though EOF does not derive 
from the Affirmative Action program, 
Brown believes that the feasible aboli­
tion of Affirmative Action night even­
tually affect EOF.
“If Affirmative Action iseliminated it 
will not affect EOF immediately, but it 
will affect it subsequently since EOF is 
closely related to the notion that people 
of color achieve the same levels of ac­
complishments as the larger society. If it 
were not for racism, people ofcolor would 
be able to achieve the same levels with­
out relying on programs,” he said.
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The economic status of an EOF' ap­
plicant is determined through his appli­
cation of regular admission where he/ 
she fills out a section for the financial aid 
office and EOF department.
The medium income for and EOF 
s tu d en t’s family is approxim ately 
$14,000.
In regards to the educational require­
ment, an EOF applicant must be ineli­
gible for regular admission, have a com­
bined SAT score of 600-800, have a 
minimum C average and academic in­
dex of 180, compared to students whose 
academic index is over 200; and register 
as a full-time students.
EOF is also flexible with the require­
ment for college preparatory units. For 
instance, regular admission requires 16 
college preparatory units, but EOF will 
accept 14.
Once students are admitted into the 
program they receive a broad range of
services which include counseling, tu­
toring, academic and personal skills 
workshop, computer-assisted instruc­
tion and tutoring, legal studies career 
preparation, internships, and the stu­
dent leadership corps. But if a student 
doesn’t meet the criteria of being con­
currently economically and education­
ally disadvantaged he/shc will not 
qualify for the program.
Brown is pleased with the progress 
EOF students have accomplished. For 
instance, 92 percent of all EOF stu­
dents are making satisfactory progress, 
67 percent have cumulative averages of 
2.0 of higher, they complete 82 percent 
of the credits attempted, and have gradu­
ated 56 students each of the last three 
years.
Ultimately, approximately 25,000 
EOF' alumni have become doctors, edu­
cators, dentists, attorneys, business 
people and other professions.
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A part-tim e job  becom es a full-tim e career
by Donna Fetioni
Eileen Bruck started work- 
in«; part-time at MSU’s (Career 
Services office 18 years ago. 
Today Bruck is the administra­
tor.
As the Administrator at Ca­
reer Services, Bruck says, “It is 
my job to make sure that the 
students get the best service 
possible.” In order to accom­
plish this, Bruck says that she 
“wears lots and lots of hats.”
A graduate of Hunter Col­
lege, Bruck has a bachelor’s 
degree in English and a 
Master’s degree in Student 
Personnel Services. She 
worked as a counselor at Career 
Services before becoming the 
administrator 12 years ago. She 
says that she enjoys both her 
administrative duties and coun­
seling students.
Bruck says that on a typical 
workday she talks to faculty,
speaks with employers who 
“have needs for positions they 
want filled,” and counsels stu­
dents. At least 25 percent of 
her time is spent counseling 
students because she feels that 
she needs to stay in touch with 
students if she is going to de­
sign a service for them.
Bruck has seen Career Ser­
vices undergo plenty ofehanges 
in the 12 years that she has 
served as an administrator. She
has implemented a Resume 
Lab and has expanded the Ca­
reer Library, which includes 
occupational information, job 
search guides, graduate school 
information, videos about ca­
reers, and employer literature.
In addition to the Resume 
Lab, Career Services also pro­
vides seminars in resume writ­
ing. Counselors will also cri­
tique and evaluate the typed 
drafts of students’ resumes.
Bruck says the most 
common mistake 
that students make 
when composing 
their resumes is fol­
lowing a sample re­
sume instead of de­
signing their own 
a d v e r t i s e m e n t .  
“Students need to 
h igh ligh t their 
unique talents and 
skills and make 
their resumes more 
in d iv id u a l,” she 
says.
Bruck describes 
Career Services as 
the “bridge be­
tween school and 
work” and says that 
Career Services is 
there to help stu­
dents develop their 
career goals and 
ways to reach them. 
“Students come to 
Career Services to 
learn, and they 
come because they 
want an outcome, a 
career,” Bruck says. 
Last year, Career 
Services had over 
2,000 part-time and 
1,500 full-time po­
sitions available.
A common mis­
conception is that 
Career Services is 
an em ploym ent 
agency geared to­
wards helping busi­
ness majors find 
jobs. But Career 
Services offers 
many services be­
sides helping stu­
dents find employ­
ment.
Career Services 
offers individualca- 
reercounselingand 
drop-in counseling, 
vocational testing, 
seminars on career 
planning and job 
hunting , resum e
12
critiquing, and the use of Re­
sume Lab and the Career Li­
brary. The Career Services of­
fice also sponsored MSU’s first 
Career Fair, which featured 
over fifty corporations and or­
ganizations who are seeking 
employees and/or interns.
Career Services also provides 
on-cam pus recruitm ent in 
which interviews are held in 
the Career Services office by 
employers with graduating se­
niors. According to a recent 
nationwide survey conducted 
by the College Placement 
Council, the most effective 
method employers use to at­
tract college students is on-cam­
pus recruitment. Bruck says 
that on-campus recruitment 
enables MSIJ students to re­
main competitive with students 
from other schools.
Bruck says that the sooner 
students get started on prepar­
ing for their careers, the better 
off they will be. Representa­
tives from Career Services pe­
riodically go out and speak to 
classes, including Freshman 
Seminarclasses. ButBrucksays 
that 25 to 30 percent of the 
people who come to Career Ser­
vices are alumni who “didn’t 
stop to do any planning” for 
their futures.
In addition to her adminis­
trative responsibilities, work­
ing with employers, and head­
ing the on-campus recruitment 
program and the computer job 
match program, Eileen Bruck 
makes it a point to counsel at 
least one student a day. Yester­
day, Eileen Bruck met with a 
graduating senior who is search­
ing for a job. “We talked about 
how her interviewing was go­
ing, we talked about how to 
frame answers to tough ques­
tions, and we discussed salary 
negotiations,” Brucksays. Yes­
terday, Bruck was busy practic­
ing the Career Services motto, 
“helping students make the 
transition from school to work.”
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Adm inistrator sympathizes with 
students during registration
by Gail Corrigan
If you’ve ever registered for classes at 
MSU, then you arc like thousands of 
other students that have probably cursed 
the Office of the Registrar for one rea­
son or another. Long lines, closed 
classes, and impatient people can make 
the registration process a very unpleas­
ant experience. But are all the employ­
ees in the Registrar’s Office out to get 
the students of MSU?
Erika Franzel, Assistant Registrar, 
and one of the youngest administrators 
on campus, understands all too well 
what the registration process is like. 
Not only does she monitor the tran­
scripts of graduating seniors, and make 
sure that they are eligible to graduate, 
but she is a student herself.
Franzel graduated from the Univer­
sity of Massachusetts with a bachelor’s 
degree in Mass Communications in 
1987, and received her Masters degree 
in Theater from MSU in 1994. The 29 
year old administrator sympathizes with 
the students who have problems get­
ting into classes because she has gone 
through thegruelingprocess many times
herself. “I like working with the stu­
dents,” said Franzel. “We are trying to 
make things less difficult for everyone.”
One idea that Franzel discussed is 
the new Phonc-in registration begin­
ning in April, for Summer and Fall 
classes. Once students receive their 
card in the mail, which tells them the 
date on which they may register, stu­
dents can call the electronic line any 
time after that, and as many times as 
they wish. “I am just like everyone else. 
When the students have to call in to get 
classes, I will be calling in, too, but this 
new system should make people’s lives 
a lot easier,” Franzel said.
Franzel explained in detail that the 
registrar’s Office exists only to imple­
ment the rules set down by different 
departments. “If a department says 
that there are only 15 seats in a class, 
then unfortunately we can’t do any­
thing about that.” Franzel also noted 
that the Registrar’s Office is trying to he 
much more “user-friendly,” even re­
maining open 8:30 to 4:30, Monday- 
Friday without closing for lunch, unlike 
many other offices on campus.
Franzel has worked on campus for 
five years. She started in the depart­
ment of the Institute forCritical Think­
ing, and was then transferred to the 
Registrar’s Office.
Besides her office in College Hall, 
students may run into Franzel on cam­
pus being involved in many things. She 
is presently taking night classes on the 
graduate level, and hergoal istoachieve 
her Ph.D. “I will be a student forever.
I love reading and writing, and I always 
try new things that interest me.” Franzel 
has even recently started a martial arts 
class in T ’ai chi, and had a book of 
original poems published called “Moon 
Poems” about four years ago. One may 
remember her dancing and singing on a 
make-shift stage, in the outdoor amphi­
theater, in Players 1994 production of 
Hair.
“I got bit by the bug when 1 was 
seven, and I don’t think a year has gone 
by that I haven’t done at least one show,” 
said Franzel. “I love the theater, but I 
think if I had to do it to pay the bills, I 
wouldn’t enjoy it as much. My career 
goal is to teach Theater Literature.”
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more to help the students develop their 
potential.”
On the recognition of Marti, Soto 
said,“I think it is very appropriate to 
celebrate the life and death ofjosé Marti 
since he was a hero not only of Cuba, but 
of all Latin America. He was a man of 
letters and a man of action, and is right­
fully honored as one of the great archi­
tects of the Spanish language in the 
Nineteenth Century.”
José Marti also did journalistic and 
literary work in The United States, and 
was personally acquainted with several 
of the country’s literary figures, includ­
ing Longfellow and Emerson.
Marti died at age 42 at the Battle of 
Dos Rios in the Spanish-Cliban war in 
May of 1885.
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The Spring Week Committee o f C.L.U.B. 
would like to thank those that made 
Spring Week '95 , "A Whole New U" a success:
Jen & Adam (The counting is over, turn o ff the flashlight), 
Sam & Walter (you guys are the greatest!). Without the four 
of you I could not have survived those nights. Melissa, Teisha, 
Yvonne (ee-l-kee) Satik, Onix, Lee, Vinni, Sal, Rick, Chuck 
F., Connie Ford, Aldan Food Service (Thanks Eric & B illy ), 
Jen, Chuck, Gregg, Pinky, Dean Harris, Campus Police, 
Marsha Young, Conservation Club, Lacampana, Michelle, 
George, AX, OX, Jack, Jon, Shemay, Kristy, Danielle, 
Veronica, Amy, Debbie, Dannielle, Veronica, Kevin, Jason, 
Maria, Kathy, Red Hawk, Ken, and all the campus 
organizations that participated. I f  you were forgotten it  was 
not on purpose.
Once again, thanks MSU! Have a safe and fun summer.
See you all next year,
C . L U ^ '
College Life Union Board is a Class I Organization of the SGA.
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Dr. H erbert Harrison: A man of many talents
by Nei/ Fnrdin
Do not believe that Herbert Harrison 
is new to the position of Director of 
Academic Advising. Although he is 
new at MSU, director for only a month 
now, Harrison has been “doing this for 
many years,” he said.
Before comingto MSU, I larrison held 
the position of Director of Evening and 
Weekend Programs for the College of 
Arts and Sciences at St. Louis Univer­
sity. While serving as Director of Aca­
demic Advising, Harrison planned, or­
ganized and implemented, and assessed 
academic support programs and services. 
He also trained and evaluated academic 
advisors and support staffs.
“I have a wealth of experience in 
academic advising,” he said.
Like many high school seniors about 
to graduate, Harrison wasn’t sure about 
what he was going to do next. Academic 
advising seemed to he nowhere in his 
future. After graduating from Flushing 
High School in New York, he went into 
the army at Ft. Dix. While in the army 
he was a special agent for the army’s 
intelligence department. After his ser­
vice Harrison enrolled in Cardinal 
Glennon College where he earned his 
BA in Philosophy. 11c then received his 
Masters in Theology from Kenrick
Theological Seminary.
“I wanted a liberal arts program for 
the wide variety that it offered. 1 didn’t 
want to be restricted by any one pro­
gram.”
Working and taking classes at the 
same time were nothing new for 
Harrison. While pursuing his Master’s 
Degree in Human DcvelopmentCoun- 
seling and his PhD. in Counselor Edu­
cation at St. Louis University, Dr. 
Harrison was working a full-time job.
“There were times when I didn’t 
feel like doing it (going to class), but I 
pushed myself and eventually it paid 
off. Whether it’s through the military, 
every day life, or the classroom, learning 
neverends. I felt I was learningall those 
years,” he said.
Since Harrison’s arrival at MSU, he 
has worked with the staff and others, 
brainstorming for ideas on how to make 
the academic advising program run 
smoother than it currently does. He has 
been impressed be the professional at­
titude exemplified by the staff and their 
expertise in academic advising.
“Fve found the staff cooperative and 
hard working, doing whatever possible 
to accommodate students,” Harrison 
said.
As well as the program seems to be
going in the initial few weeks, Dr. 
Harrison realizes that there arc a num­
ber of what he calls “challenges” that 
need to be resolved. The term “chal­
lenges,” although it was not clearly de­
fined, related to university-wide prob­
lems. One of the main “challenges” 
confronting Academic Advising is to 
have a student understand the require­
ments needed for a degree, and how to 
fulfill those requirements so a student 
can graduate in four years.
In the Academic Advising Center, 
advisors, support staff members (full 
and part-time secretaries), and people 
who exclusively keep track of those 
students on probation are always avail­
able for any questions and concerns a 
student may have. All students arc 
welcome, especially transfer students 
and those students that are considered 
to have an “undeclared” major. When 
transfer students come in for an evalua­
tion of official transcripts, they take part 
in the advisement process, which fig­
ures out whether or not transferred 
courses apply to a degree plan.
“I feel it’s (Academic Advising Cen­
ter) essential for every student. We 
invite them to come. We want them to 
come,” Harrison said.
Harrison serves as a campus-wide
director, collaborating with deans, chair­
persons, and faculty in developing a 
more “attractive” advisement program. 
He not only supervises the staff, but 
takes reports from them and assesses 
the situation. Because of Harrison’s 
position as a full-time administrator, he 
is unable to take the time to work with 
an individual case. Nonetheless, he 
says, “I’m always accessible for stu­
dents.”
Harrison feels he will be able to get 
his first real opportunity to interact with 
the student body when registration be­
gins and the Academic Advising Center 
conducts a walk-in period.
“I’ll request permission from the stu­
dents and advisors to sit in on their 
sessions. Then I may be able to get a 
better understandingofwhat they need 
and help them with their needs,” he 
said.
As for now, Harrison is still in the reach 
a point where students will know, with 
absolute certainty what courses he or she 
will need in order to graduate adequately. 
I want students to make regular use of 
our services. Communication with stu­
dents is extremely important. I want 
them to know that we (Academic Advis­
ing) value them, and want to accommo­
date the in any way we can.”
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1296 VAN H0UTEN AVE. CLIFTON, NJ (201) 777-2044
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by Victoria Catties
I’m at my second home, and I’ve 
been staring at an empty screen for 
about half an hour. I don’t want to be 
here. I want to be sleeping, dreaming 
of a school that doesn’t believe in final 
exams. But I got attacked by the Man­
aging Editor and the Treasurer, 
screcchingabout deadlines. Everybody 
is in a fury about Leonard Jefferies and 
the S.G.A. elections. It makes no sense 
to me. I want to runaway from this hell 
hole. I want to get home before all the 
benny’s attack the beach.
If you can’t tell, I have absolutely 
nothing to write about. I’m still recov­
ering from the S.G.A. Banquet. The 
food sucked, but the bar was overflow­
ing to the point that I don’t remember 
how I got home. I've heard many (ex­
aggerated, I hope) stories. As usual, Tom 
makes it into my column for safely bring­
ing me home, finding my beloved I-Card, 
keys, and being a delightful date. From 
what I understand, the security guards 
must have had quite a laugh.
I apologize to all the people on the 
twelfth floorthat I disturbed in mydrunken 
stupor. I thank Jeremy for helping me out 
in the elevator, and a great big thanks to 
Elsie for taking me to my room.
I decided to save the best for last. I’ve 
highlighted several people in my column 
throughout the semester, but my down 
the hall roommates take the cake. Holly 
Forbes and Joy Thompson have provided 
many endless nights of exuberant activity. 
I no longer knock when I enter their room. 
I answer their phone, smoke their ciga­
rettes, eat their food, and borrow their 
clothes.
Holly is also my personal hair and 
make-up artist, and she gives a wonder­
ful happy massage.
Joy is my roll out of bed buddy, and 
when she has a car, she drives me wher­
ever I have to go.
My day is not complete until I have 
seen both of them even it’s only for five 
minutes. They are both major parts of my 
life.
Well, everybody is leaving, and I’m 
going to be here by myself soon. I want a 
big box of crayons, so I can draw lots of 
pictures, and critique and review them, 
so I can actually write about art for once.
I really am losing my mind. I’m bab­
bling. But you would be, too, if you lived 
in Bohn Hall.
My friend Tim told me he is used to 
the fire alarms, now. They have become 
a part of his routine. I wonder who the 
person is that is pulling the alarm, and 
what kind of thrill he/she gets at waking
people at three o’clock in the morning. 
They must be friends with the people 
who stole all the knobs off the laundry 
machines. I neverthoughtl would have to 
use pliers to do my laundry.
Well aside from the disgusting food 
and the broken elevators. I don’t have any 
other complaints. But then again, I’m 
moving to Clove next semester, so I won’t 
have to deal with it anymore.
I’m going now to call my best friend, 
Alissa. She’s taking me to the beach to­
morrow. I haven’t seen her since Febru­
ary.
Good luck on finals, have a good, safe, 
wonderful, happy, exciting, summer. And 
next semester write for the Arts section. 
I’m going to be the editor, so look for great 
things.
I wonder what I’m going to do on 
Wednesday nights now that I don’t have 
to be at the paper. Maybe, I’ll actually get 
some schoolwork done. That’s it. I’m go­
ing. Good-by. Until next semester, have 
fun and may the force be with you.
M A R K  Y O U R  C A L E N D A R S
ON CAMPUS...
May 6
Dance
Louis Johnson Dance 
Theatre Ensemble 8 pmi. 
Memorial Auditorium. 
Tickets: $25 standard; $20 
faculty, staff and alumni; 
$18 senior citizens; $10 
students. Call 5112
May 7
Concert
Spring Concert Sponsored 
by the Music Preparatory 
Division. 4 p.m. Cami 
Recital 1 fall, 165 W. 57th 
St. New York. Featuring 
the Youth Orchestra of 
Montclair under the 
direction of ( Xscar Ravina, 
and the Scholarship 
Woodwind Quintet, under 
the direction of Patrick 
Burns. Tickets: $8 general 
admission seating. ( Jail 
4443.
May 9
Lecture
“Un-learning Your Place in 
the Schools'” by Michelle 
Fine of CUNY Graduate 
Center, Sponsored by 
Kappa Delta Pi, Gamma 
E psilon C hapter. 5 p.m. 
Student Center Ballrooms.
“Management Strategy': 
What Sets Apart One Good 
Company From Another” 
by Josh Weston, chairman 
and chief executive officer 
of Automatic Data Process­
ing, Inc. 4:45-6 p.m. Aca­
demic Building, Brand 
Lecture Hall (room 177)
“The Chalcolithic Goddess 
in the Ancient Near East” 
by Suzanne Richard of 
Drew University. 8:15 p.m., 
Academic Building, Brant! 
Lecture Hall (room 177). 
Call 5258
May 10
Lecture
“The Child in family 
Therapy” by Nancy Boyd
Webb. 9:30 a.m. - noon. 
Student Center, room T H ­
AN. Sponsored by the 
Association for the Advance­
ment of Family in Therapy. 
Fee: $20 non-members; $10 
students. Call Sharon 
McLean at 984-6642
May 15
Exlrilat
Through May 30 BFA 
exhibition Reception; 
dependent on Dean’s 
convocation event takes 
place in the main gallery.
June 14
Play
Through June 25 “Lost in 
Yonkers” Neil Simon’s 
Pulitzer Prize-winning play 
For info, and tickets contact 
University Box Office at 
(201)655-5112
June 26
Exhibit
Through July 21 National 
Juried Exhibition of small
For more Info. regarding events on or o ff  earn/ms, please contact Darla nt X 5169 .
works. Reception: July 
6, 3-5 p.m event takes 
place in the main 
gallery'.
June 28
Hay
Through July 9 “On 
Golden Pond” T he 
play by Ernest Thom p­
son. For info, on times 
and tickets contact the 
University Box Office 
at (201) 655-5112
July 12
Hay
Through July 30 “A 
Chorus Line” For 
ticker and show infor­
mation contact the 
University Box Office 
at (201) 655-5112
August 1
Art
Through August 11 
New Jersey School of 
the Arts Reception: in 
the Main Gallery.
( Contacts: Kathy Weir 
and Walter Swales.
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Popeye,Job, and Rob Roy 
by Michael Gummelt
A couple weekends ago, I had the dis­
pleasure of seeing Rob Roy, a new film 
starring Liam Neeson, Jessica I ,ange, and 
Tim Roth. This is perhaps the one film I 
have hated the most out of all the ones I’ve 
seen in the theater. Yes, I’ve seen atroci­
ties like Second Sight, Body of Evidence, and 
Sta/gate, but these films have an advan­
tage over Rob Roy. They were poorly 
made, and I simply didn’t like them. Rob 
Roy was well made, but I hated it.
The basic premise of the film is 
this: In 18th c. Scotland, the clan system 
is dissolving and the highlanders must 
struggle to survive in this new world of 
English politics while maintaining their 
honor. It was a good idea, but the execu­
tion was horrible.
A bit ofwarning is required at this 
time: I am going to give away some of the 
plot points in the next paragraph. I usually 
try not to give away the plot of a film, but
in this case I think it’s neccessary to 
support my viewpoint, so if you don’t 
want to know the plot, skip the next 
paragraph.
Rob Roy is a Scottish highlander 
living happily with his wife (Jessica 
Lange), two kids, dog, and clan. Tim 
Roth is a temporarily exiled English 
nobleman, a true bastard. Rob Roy 
borrows money from Tim Roth’s Lord, 
and is set up by the Englishman. His 
best friend is killed, and the money 
stolen. Rob Roy’s dead friend is accused 
of theft and he is stuck with the bill. He 
subsequently brings the wrath of the 
English militia on his clan and in the 
ensuing conflict, another of his best 
friends is killed along with his brother, 
other clansmen, and even his dog. His 
wife is brutalized and raped by the Tim 
Roth’s character, and later we find out 
that she is pregnant with his the bastard’s 
bastard child (no abortions!). Tim Roth 
is also responsible for the suicide of a 
pregnant maid that is foolishly 
enamoured of him. In the end, Rob Roy 
is captured, beaten, and dragged clear 
across Scotland by a horse. He manages 
to escape, and arranges a personal sword 
duel with Tim Roth, who promptly pro­
ceeds to thouroughly whoop Rob Roy’s 
ass. I n one of the most unrealistic finales 
in film history, Rob Roy grabs the 
Englishman’s sword with his bare hand 
(just as he is about to cut his throat with 
it), picks up his discarded sword, and 
practically slices him in half. Rob Roy 
returns home and lives happily ever 
after.
The first forty minutes is bor-
ing and melodramatic as it tries desper­
ately to make you care about the main 
characters with sweepeing music and 
cliché upon cliché. It then degenerates 
into a standard revenge story; a kind of 
Macbeth as written by the guy who does 
all the Steven Segal movies. But at least 
in those movies, the hero kicks the crap 
out of the bad guy in the end. Rob Roy 
never toughens up, he actually seems to 
lose spirit in the face of adversity. Even 
Popeye got to beat up Bluto in the end, 
but Rob Roy doesn’t even give us this 
pleasure.
There is another factor here, 
though. It is not really that Rob Roy 
didn’t get tough enough, because there 
was no way he could have. Tim Roth’s 
character commitcd so much evil that it 
could not have been avenged. Like 
Colin Ferguson, the Englishman was 
responsible for so much pain and suffer­
ing that killing him just wouldn’t be 
enough. No action upon him could have 
achieved justice, even if Rob Roy tor­
tured him for the last half hour of the 
film, I wouldn’t have felt any better. A 
film does not have to go to the lengths 
this one did for me to hate the bad guy. 
Rape and victimization of innocents are 
not plot devices to be used lightly. This 
film is insensitive to its own brutalities.
There is an interesting line in 
the film: “Nothing has been done that is 
beyond bearing,” indicating that these 
atrocities aren’t considered too serious 
by the makers of this film. Another line 
says: “Not all sins go unpunished in this 
life.” This birings up an interesting 
question of the Christian belief of justice
in the afterlife. As job asked in the Old 
Testament’s Book of Job, why do bad things 
happen to good people? This has been an 
eternal question, one posed ever since man 
realized he was unhappy. Why isn’t life fair? 
Rob Roy’s life sucks, so how can he go on? 
Docs he hold the Christian belief in justice 
after death (how convienicnt)? Or is he a 
Buddhist- does he feel that there is so much 
pain in this life that it is better not to value 
anything at all? In this way, there is no pain. 
There is also, of course, no pleasure. Unfor­
tunately, Rob Roy never explains how the 
hero copes. I, myself, am an agnostic, so my 
justice, if there is any, must take place here 
and now. Phis film had NO justice (de­
pending on your rcligions/ethical/political 
point of view).
I can only speak for myself, how­
ever. You may like it. I, personally, felt the 
film tried desperately to manipulate you 
into caring for the characters, then punished 
you for caring by ruthlessly abusing them. 
Sure, there are other films that abuse their 
main characters like 1984 and Platoon, but 
those are great films with memorable and 
realistic stories. Rob Roy is a calculated 
Hollywood manipula-tive piece of garbage.
I will no longer be using a rating 
system since there is no scale that goes low 
enough to evaluate this film. (Besides, the 
ratings were only a measure of my enjoy- 
ment of the films I reviewed, notan absolute 
measurement of their quality-my opinion is 
not absolute.)
P.O.V. will return next year, hope­
fully on a more regular basis. We will also be 
presentedinaslightlydifferentformat. I lave 
a great summer, and don’t see any Pauly 
Shore movies.
introdution by Prof. McKenzie 
I lere we go again with more news and 
opinions on that subject on which we arc 
all “authorities”, music. “Music is a world 
with in itselfwitha language we all under­
stand” - Stevie Wonder. The following 
arc a few questions that I asked of music 
lovers that I’ve met in my travels.
1. Music has been called “The healing 
force of the universe” in whatways can 
this be seen in every day life? Are there 
problems in the world that music or artists 
with their music can directly address?
Z. Music has also been called “The l ni- 
vcrsal Language” are there messages in 
music we can all hear? Is anyone really 
listening?
3. Do you think people are ready and 
willing to hear what others outside of their 
immediate world are thinking and feel­
ing?
by Eric McCarthy
I think ifwe look at artists with physical 
disabilities we may understand how their 
music may help them in a tangible way. 
RayCharlesand Rashaan Roland kirkare 
both major artists who could overcome 
their disabilities to make beautiful music.
Two years ago, I saw' Sun Ra in Central 
Park. Unfortunately Sun Ra was only 
months away from death and at the time 
I saw him he was in bad shape. In fact, at 
the the time he was confined to a wheel­
chair. This w'as the second time I had 
seen him and I knew that integral to the 
Arkestra’s approach was a jovial atmo­
sphere.
The musicians had blurred the gap 
between audience and performer, danc­
ing was a major part of their stage show 
and Sun Ra was the master behind the 
madness. Mind you that Sun Ra is con­
fined to a wheelchair during all of this. 
Although during the course of the show. 
Sun Ra had stood up a couple of times, 
seemingly uplifted by his own music. 
Yes, I do believe music is the healing 
force in the universe, especially on Sat­
urn.
I may be in the minority in saying this 
but I believe that music owes little to the 
society at large in terms of content. The 
artist within the society should not be 
held to any standards by which the soci­
ety may impose on the artist (i.e. censor­
ship). That said, I genuinely believe
that artists can and do address a variety 
of problems facing the world. It is in this 
day and age, with the proliferation of 
protest messages in Rap and Rock we 
have several socially conscious artists. 
Public Enemy, Peter Gabriel, and l 1 
(before they turned into overblown 
weirdos) all have addressed societal ills 
directly. Yet artists should be given the 
right to address whatever they deem 
necessary.
Music must be looked at as a univer­
sal language. Everyone around the w orld 
listens to it in one w;ay or another. For 
many, music crosses societal and cul­
tural boundaries and affects us in a 
primal way. Peter Gabriel has an entire 
travelling festival of world musicians 
and artists that are packing stadiums 
around the country. Yes, 1 think music 
is the universal language and if people 
refuse to acknowledge it then it is their 
own loss.
I think that people are generally in­
terested in exploring other cultures, 
perhaps this is my ow n ability to seek 
out other cultures, although all my 
friends and family have and will con­
tinue to seek out other cultures to en­
rich their ow n.
For myself, music serves a practical 
psychological and spiritual function in 
my life. At this moment in my life l 
make my money in their music industry
and I’ve wanted it that way since I was a little 
kid. In many ways music determines my 
actions. For instance, if a record had come 
out that I wanted, I needed to get it imme­
diately. I would travel forty miles to Albany 
because where I lived record stores were 
weak. Music had control over my life and 1 
wouldn’t have it any other way. Perhaps this 
is psychological and maybe people would 
see that as being dysfunctional. Music also 
determines moods within myself. I often 
listen to music to fit my mood. I listening to 
music helps me experience life in a much 
fuller sense, this is where the spirituality 
aspect enters. Music is my religion. It has 
taken over many aspects that religions as 
served for people today and in the past. 1 
realize 1 don’t to church to see the Divine, 1 
put on a John Coltrane record.
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The Couch Potato Update
by George O/schewski
Six years is a long time to he doing 
anything, and this column certainly ranks 
tip there. To think that most television 
shows don’t last as long as this column still 
amazes me, and that some of you (1 li, Jill 
Napp- If I watch Emergency reruns, I’ll 
think of you always) have been reading 
CPI ’ as long as I Ye been writing it amazes 
me even more. Still, I’ve enjoyed every 
year.
I’m taking the fall semester off, and 
then it’s back to the grind as I begin 
pursuit of my nursing degree. Therefore, 
this will be my last column as an MSI' 
student. Besides, after six years, I can use 
the break. So, as a last hurrah to everyone 
who has put up with me for this long, I 
offer my sincerest thanks. If it weren’t for 
all of you reading this for years on end, I 
wouldn’t be writing. I bis includes you, 
Sue Luckman.
Thanks to the 1994-95 SC »A Executive 
Board and I .cgislaturc for putting up with 
me on Wednesdays at 4:00, especially 
MichellcCrifasi, April Stcinmctz, Carmen 
Andrade, Margo Kutarba, Melissa 
Stelmasik, Brian Cosgrove, Dan Marshall, 
Julio Morenco, Onix Noa, Internal & 
External Affairs Com m ittee, Tara 
McCaffrey, Suzy Carclla, and Sean Murray 
(for his micro notes).
Also, thanks to The Montdarion, past 
and present staffs, who have let me ramble
on even’week: Barclay Minton (my first 
editor), Lynn Cowan, Audrey Regan, 
Kristen Marcussen, Val Kalfrin, Mike 
Walmsley, John Tibbetts, George Calle, 
Kelly Schab, Darla Bruno, Greg 
MacSweeney, Trie Erb, Jody Bardin, 
and everyone else that would take too 
long to mention.
Extra special thanks to the 1994 and 
19951 ,a Campana Executive Boards for 
memorable travel stories and beingthere: 
John O’Brien, Mary Villano, Christine 
Valenti, Sam Rock, Walt Kulick, and 
Stacey Sers. Long live Dallas, and only 
good memories of New Orleans.
And before I forget, thanks to the 
1989 SGA, Rob Silbernagcl, Pat 
Dougherty,Cynthia Ford, Paul Naklicki, 
the 1989SGA-SILC Basketball 'Team, 
and the members of The Syndicate for 
making me want to stay at MSC / MSI .
As far as I know, few (if any) columns 
have run in The Montdarion as long as 
this one. I succeeded Tube Talk, and if 
someone decides to pen their own tele­
vision column, they have my blessing. 
With that, up comes the test pattern, as 
Couch Potato Update, a Montdarion main­
stay since Fall 1989 and fan favorite, 
signs off forever.
Then again, I’m like a Star I rek 
character. I’m never “dead” forever.
See vou in reruns.
i  ^  0 b
.. .a  sp len d id  a c co u n t o f  
R o ck  a n d  R oll's p a s t, p rese n t, a n d  
fu tu re  a cco rd in g  to  Ron A lb a n ese
Someone (me) once jokingly remarked 
that a sure sign you're mellowing or get­
ting old is when you start amassing a 
collection of greatest bits albums. Not 
exactly a new concept, “best o f’ compila­
tions have been around practically since 
the first hit single. For record companies 
they come in handy; by repackaging exist - 
ing material not only do they save on 
recording costs, they’re putting out prod­
uct with proven sales potential. In addi­
tion, greatest hits collections can be used 
to rejuvinate careers of artists who have 
fallen into sales slumps. This can be evi­
denced by looking at Bruce Springsteen. 
The last few years had not been kind to 
him, for after the lukewarm response to 
his last studio release, the consensus be­
gan to form that he was passe. Actually, 
this idea has been around for a while, but 
neveren masse. Anyway, alongcomes the 
film Philadelphia, featuring Bruce singing 
it’s theme. In spite of it’s dullness the song 
becomes a hit and suddenly there’s a buzz 
around the Boss. I le even ended up jam­
ming with the overrated Melissa Ethridge. 
In the middle of all this renewed interest
Bruce’s label wisely put out Bruce 
Springsteen-Greatest Hits, and it seems to 
have put the breaks on the downward 
sales spiral that he fell into.
Greatest hits collections may be 
a sure thing for the labels, but this is not 
always the case for the fans. On the 
positive side, buying one sometimes gives 
a listener what he or she wants: the best 
work an artist or group lias done. This is 
im portant to rem em ber when 
condsidering one-hit wonders. A Flock 
of Seagulls “best of” is probably all one 
will ever need to enjoy that group. The 
Romantics, for those who are lucky 
enough to have not seen a certain beer 
commercial three million times, can eas­
ily have their entire recording career 
whittled down to a compilation. A “best 
of” is a good way to be spared all the filler 
material groups like these undoubtedly 
had on their original releases. It’s also a 
convenient way to get that one song you 
liked. No matter what however, nothing 
could save I .overbuy, barringthe world's 
first silent G.D. release...
Anothergood feature togreatest
hits packages is the inclusion of liner notes 
or bonus tracks, a feature that usually re­
sults when a label is on good terms with the 
artist. BobSeger’s “best o f’ includes com­
ments on the recording of each particular 
song and what it meant to him. F'lvis 
Costello follows the same route and goes 
one step further, with new artwork and 
extra songs. For the long-time fan as well 
as the uninitiated, this is a good deal.
There are also some drawbacks to 
this type of career retrospective. Some­
times a greatest hits C.D. doesn’t quite 
capture the essence of an artist/s. Often 
times labels just merely include the songs 
that were memorable only saleswise. The 
aforementioned Sprinsteen release’s 
songlisting is guilty of this. The track list­
ing iscomprisedalmostcxclusively of more 
recent, Mtv video material, which is a lot 
different from his earlier, more poetic, 
introspective work. The same goes for 
Cheap Trick, whose The Greatest Hits was 
about as unrepresentative of the band’s 
musical acheivements as one can get. A 
good greatest hits album from musicians 
w ith longcareersisjust too much to ask for. 
There’s never been a “best o f’ from Led 
Zeppelin, and probably never will be. Some 
music can only be appreciated in its origi­
nal context.
Good greatest bits: Ramonasmania, 
Ramones, Double Platinum, Kiss, both 
Eagles compilations.
Lame ones: Greatest Hits, Bob Seger
(exclusively ballads, but actually not a 
complete disaster), Chicago's Greatest 
Hits, Volume two, Chicago.
Random musings area:
Where are all the summer 
tours? I ,ast year at this time, the stones, 
the Eagles, and even Aerosmith all 
announced their itineraries while 
Woodstock was being promoted by 
Pepsi. What about this year? The Gar­
den State Arts Center is doing their 
usual shows, but Yanni somehow 
doesn’t do it for me. At least we’ll 
probably have Cheap 1 rick at Sun Tan 
Lake... ' !
Marisa Tomei has compled 
her new album with a release date 
tentatively set for..wait a minute! I’m 
sorry, I rented Only You last weekend. 
If you’ve seen it you’ll understand. 
Sorry', she’s not doing an album.
Recycle 
this right
away
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Facts on fast-food from fries to fajitas
h\ Jen nine Dorns and Dana Chester
Fast food restaurants have been sweeping the nation since 1955. Presently, one new McDonald’s goes up every eight to nine hours somewhere in the world, and serves 
twenty-eight million customers a day.
Changes in the food Americans consume resulted in the change of nutrients consumed. In the past 80 years, our fat intake has increased about 20 percent.
5 out ofevery 10 dollars used on restaurant food is spent at fast food restaurants, according to the U.S. department of Agriculture. Each American spends an average f$250 
a year on fast foods.
Although fast food restaurants have evolved to include much more than burgers and fries, the low cost image still remains. However, it can sometimes cost as much as the 
bill at a table-service restaurant. It can cost more than double what it would cost to make the meal at home.
Fast food has made its mark on the American diet. These restaurants allow people to eat quickly without planning, without dressing up, and without having to get out of 
the car. However, many items at these restaurants are not nutritionally sound in comparison to the recommended daily intake of nutrients.
The following is a list of some of the more popular items ordered at fast food restaurants. Look at the nutritional values and see how high they are:
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McDonald’s
FAT (g) CALORIES SODIUM (mg)
Quarter pounder w/cheesc 28 510 1110
Big Mac 26 500 890
McChicken sandwich 25 470 830
large french fries 22 400 200
Burgçr King
Whopper w/cheese 48 723 1126
Bacon double cheeseburger 31 570 728
regular french fries 13 227 160
Chicken sandwich 40 688 1423
Wçndv’s
Big bacon classic 36 640 1500
Jr. bacon cheeseburger 25 440 870
Chicken club 25 520 990
Biggie fries 20 420 260
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Two piece extra crispy dinner 43 755 1544
Buttermilk biscuit 14 269 521
French fries 13 268 81
Taco Bell
Mexican Pizza 37 575 1031
Burrito supreme 22 503 1370
Taco Salad w/salsa 61 941 1662
Nachos bellgrande 35 649 997
Pizza Hut
Pepperoni pan pizza two slices 22 540 1127
Supreme pan pizza two slices 26 563 1447
The following is a list of more 
healthier items to choose when 
dining at fast foor restaurants.
McDonald’s
McGrilled chicken sandwhich 
Chicken fajita
Garden salad w/lite vinigarette 
Vanilla lowfat frozen vogart cone
W endts
Grilled chicken sandwhich 
Plain baked potato 
Small chili
FAT ( g) CALORIES
12
8
4
1
7
0
6
Deluxe gardent salad w/lite italian 9
Purgci-King
BK Broiler 8
Tara Bell
light soft taco 
light taco supreme 
light bean burrito 
light 7 layer burrito
5
5
12
9
400
190
100
110
290
310
190
150
267
181
162
390
440
EAT MORE OF THESE
baked potato
salad w/lowfat dressing
lean ground beef
roasted and broiled chicken 
chili
broiled seafood
lowfat frozen yogurt 
lowfat yogurt shakes
fruit juice 
lowfat milk
Ì 16  9. l r \ C 
%
SODIUM(mg)
680
310
310
80
720
25
670
650
728
550
340
1140
1430
AND LESS OF THESE
french fries 
onion rings
burgers w/special 
sauces and cheese
fried chicken
breaded chicken nuggets
nachos
fried seafood
sundaes
cookies and pies 
soda
chocolate milk
Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet. The amounts that are right 
for you depend on your won needs. These values are designed for healthy individuals.
Total fat 
Saturated fat 
Cholesterol 
Sodium
Total carbohydrate 
Dietary fiber
calories per gram: 
fat 9
carbohydrate 4 
protein 4
less than 65g 
less than 20g 
less than 300mg 
less than 2,400mg 
300g 
25g
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MAIN EDITORIAL
Lazy legislators
It isn’t often that you get a chance to correct something that is done wrong. 
SGA President Sal Anderton presented the legislators with the chance to invali­
date the error-filled executive board elections, but apparently that would have 
taken too much effort.
The facts were presented. There were 1240 votes tabulated in the voting 
machine, and only 1212 people registered as voting in the election books. Appar­
ently, there were 28 unaccounted for votes in an election that was decided by 
only 11 votes. Still this was not enough to invalidate the election.
Well, then maybe suggestions that people voted twice and that proper identifi­
cation was not checked at the polls would convince them. Unfortunately, that did 
not sway the legislators’ opinion either.
According to SGA election rules, in an extraordinary situation, “the election 
rules will be resolved through the use of N ew  Jersey State Code as adopted by . 
the Attorney General of any means as adopted by the legislature o f the Student 
Government.” 'The circumstances seem an “extraordinary situation.”
The legislators didn’t adopt these statutes, so the original election rules stand, 
which state no elections can be contested after the polls have closed.
Now we are left to accept an election that is surrounded by controversy. No 
one knows for whom these 28 votes would have counted, or what impact they 
would have had on the election. 'There have been several discrepancies raised 
about this election after the close of the polls. Thanks to the limitations of the 
election rules, there is nothing that can be done.
Here’s hoping that SGA president-elect Francois Dauder and Attorney Gen­
eral-elect Michael Costa will reconstruct the election rules, so if a situation like 
this occurs again, it will be handled properly.
Nevertheless, there is a dark cloud hanging over the SGA, and it may take 
some time for it to blow over.
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Genuine scholar’s Open to differen ce 
doubts on Jeffries
Dr. Leonard Jeffries has been invited 
to be the guest speaker at the 1995 Paul 
Robeson Banquet. The other day, I was 
viewing a videotape put out by a com­
pany called the California Newsreel, on 
the subject of Martin Bernal’s book, Black 
Athena. In the course of the tape, Dr. 
Jeffries is filmed lecturing to a class at 
City College. It occurred to me that the 
university community might be inter­
ested in reading some quotations from 
his lecture.
First, in discussing Bernal’s views of 
the race of the ancient Egyptians, Jeffries 
observes, “Whiteness limitâtes [sic] you.
In reading the responses to my letter 
of April 20,1 was amazed and repelled by 
the undiluted hypocrisy of some of the 
writers. But I still thought it worth com­
menting on some of their points.
First, this isn’t about the media, nor 
the shunning of Black leaders. It’s about 
the respect we demand for ourselves, and 
how we allow others to speak and act 
toward us. Whether or not Dr. Jeffries 
speaks about “mentorship”, owning the 
stores in one’s neighborhood, or proclaim- 
inga heritage that is rich and meaningful, 
when he resorts to prejudice and stereo­
typing, he becomes exactly what he pre­
tends to fight against.
If people are so blind that they cannot 
see beyond tbeir own hurts and injus­
tices, then all the apologies in the world 
are not going to change the way they 
perceive themselves or their place in the 
world. Furthermore, if what we are really 
looking for is the truth, then I challenge 
Ms. Smith and Mr. Pearson to extract 
from Dr. Jeffries’ words the facts on the 
issues as pertains to races other than the 
Black race. If, as Ms. Smith states, Dr. 
Jeffries is in fact “a scholar of history,” 
then these historical points should be 
readily available. However, when Dr. 
Jeffries was asked to prove his state­
ments with empirical data at a seminar he
It limits you even when you get into 
something serious like this.” Later in the 
tape, lie comments, “African genes are 
dominant genes; European genes are re­
cessive genes.” He later alludes to the 
reign of the Middle Kingdom Pharaoh 
Mcntuhotep II (around 2000 B.C.), and 
remarks that while this king was on the 
throne, “The Greeks didn’t have a pot to 
pee in, and Europeans wasn’t [sic] doing a 
damn thing.”
In my opinion, such statements are 
reprehensible and do not reflect serious 
scholarship.
David Kelly, Classics Department
held at Harvard, his response was, “We are 
not here to discuss that matter.” Never 
once did this “scholar” provide any proof 
for his outrageous claims. As far as a 
professor’s usinga derogatory name in the 
presence of a Black student, or some 
drunken idiot making a remark about 
somebody’s ethnic traditions, well, I am 
smart enough to know two wrongs don’t 
make a right. Maybe this is the same kind 
ofthingthe OSAIJ should come to realize. 
Unfortunately, OSAIJ officers seem more 
likely to feel that if this MSU professor 
was an idiot, why can’t Dr. Jeffries be an 
idiot too?
But in the end the discussion is moot. 
Jeffries will come to MSIJ, because the 
powers that be will never have the courage 
to make a decision that represents all the 
people, for fear that they will be called 
racist or some other epithet in the PC 
vocabulary. Dr. Jeffries will deliver his 
speech, and because the leopard never 
changes his spots he will show us just what 
kind of a “role model” he chooses to be.
In Martin I .other King’s Letter From a 
Birmingham Jail, there is a passage that I 
send to my critics: “...it is wrong to use 
immoral means to gain moral ends...it is 
just as wrong...to use moral means to pre­
serve immoral ends.” Think about it.
Barbara Leifer-Woods, Humanities
In light of the events ofTuesday, May 
2nd, I feel I should say something with 
regard to my actions. Perhaps the best I 
could say is that when you see injustice 
being done, sometimes you’re going to 
overreact to it.
In myjudgement, Delta Kappa Psi was 
spreading misinformation about Dr. 
Jeffries for the purpose of influencing 
people who had not even heard him speak. 
People who read and took those quotes 
seriously do themselves and Dr. Jeffries a 
disservice. A Delta Kappa Psi brothersaid 
he got the quotes from a newspaper. But 
if you’re going to quote somebody you 
can’t just rely on a newspaper; you need to 
go to more direct sources, like a transcript 
of the speech in question. I actually took 
the trouble to call Dr. Jeffries and he 
personally told me that the he had been 
misrepresented and he sent me a tran­
script of what he actually said.
I want to add, however, that I regret 
what I did. I almost don’t want to say that 
because I feel that my anger was justified 
by a wrong that u'as happening. But I 
think the First Amendment is very impor­
tant. Without it we’re nowhere, so we 
have to restrain ourselves when when we 
see somethingas very unjust-and I didn't 
do that on Tuesday.
But Delta Kappa Psi needs to think 
about what they did, too. I feel they don’t 
understand the difference between all Of 
us and why we originally reacted the way 
we did to the Confederate flag. I want to 
say to them, Brothers, get educated about 
what it means to us. You weren’t taught 
the entire picture of what the Confeder­
ate flag means to all of us. That’s why we 
need speakers like Dr. Jeffries.
Ifanyone says the Organization of Stu­
dents for African Unity is hypocritical 
because of what happened to Delta Kappa 
Psi, they should remember that O.S.A.U. 
did not charge, prosecute, and convict the 
fraternity. I agree that the were treated 
wrongly. We just wanted the truth to be 
known.
If people like Dean Helen and the 
Greek Council cared about sensitivity, 
they wouldn’t have done what they did to 
Delta Kappa Psi - they should have tried 
to educate them.
Of course, some things are not what 
people want to hear. But if they want to 
have an open mind and an open heart, 
then I say that it may be bitter going in, 
but it’ll be sweet going down. People 
need to stop being afraid of what’s differ­
ent. Peace.
Wayne Dennis, Vice President OSAU
Write for us in the fall!
OSAU responds to arguments
Many people are angry because of 
the OSAU’s decision to invite Dr. 
Jeffries as guest speaker for the annual 
Paul Robeson Banquet. Several rea­
sons have been given for defaming the 
character of Dr. Jeffries and objecting 
to his visit, including accusations of 
racism, anti-Semitism, and that he pro­
motes Black Superiority.
We consider these arguments to be 
without merit, and to be unworthy of 
refutation point by point. The inten­
tion of the opposition’s actions are quite 
clear: to silence a highly qualified and 
dedicated Black scholar who has been, 
on occasion, critical of the American 
government and others who have and 
continue to participate in the exploita­
tion of African people.
The need for scholars such asjeffries 
must be acknowledged. Those who 
oppose his visit wish to deprive them­
selves and others of education. We are 
different. Shedding light on those dif­
ferences does not make Dr. Jeffries a 
racist. Your differences are what makes 
you who you are. To suggest that Dr. 
Jeffries be prohibited from speaking is
an insult. For too long, African Ameri­
cans have been deprived of knowledge 
of self. The Black students on this 
campus are starving for that knowl­
edge. It is our responsibility to provide 
our students with this knowledge and 
give diem a balanced education. Only 
through gaining it and knowing our 
differences can we truly contribute to 
humanity. We understand why many 
are in an uproar over Dr. Jeffries’ visit. 
They lack the knowledge of who they 
really are and what their ancestors were 
about; they reject the truth.
Dr. Jeffries desires to bring to light 
that part of ourselves, as African Ameri­
cans, that were were never taught in 
high school. He is about the uplifting 
and empowerment of his people. We 
challenge all those who oppose his visit 
to draw their own conclusions. Stop 
being afraid that your skeletons will be 
let out of the closet. If after hearing 
him for yourself, you disagree with his 
statements, question them. After all, 
isn’t that what learning is about?
The Organization of Students for 
African Unity
M ore doubts - and  
advice from  Dr. King
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Reflections on
I read Dr. Paul’s article on his trip to Vietnam last 
summer, and it made me wish that I too could have 
gone back. I miss my family and friends very much.
I have been thinking about it often in light of the fact 
that on April 30, Vietnam will have celebrated 20 
years of being a truly independent nation. However, 
for Vietnamese who live outside the U.S., it will be 
called the Blue Day of April.
The Vietnam war has been over for 20 years. Who 
won the war and who lost? Who cares? The fact is not 
important then or now. The important fact is the 
reality of who died and who is still suffering from the 
war. More than 50,000 Americans went to war and 
never came home. It left relatives and friends living 
in pain and depression in America. Thousands of 
students who just finished college were forced to go 
to war and many encountered Hell and death. Thou­
sands of veterans came home and developed mental 
and physical illness. They had no jobs and were left 
living with scars and nightmares from the war. After 
the war, 1,621 Americans were listed as missing in 
Vietnam proper. Did they die or are they still alive? 
Many people are searching under the leadership of 
U.S. Army Lt. Col. Melvin Richmond through the 
MIA office in Hanoi for the answer. Because of the 
Vietnam war, 58,000Americans never returned home. 
Thousands died and live in pain. Many are missing. 
It was at a cost of $65 million per day for twenty years. 
What was accomplished? Who is responsible for this 
suffering?
War has always brought death and hate. In twenty 
years of war,millionsofVietnamesein both the North 
and the South laid down on the battlefield. Millions 
of innocent babies were killed. Thousands became 
handicapped forever. Thousands of buildings were 
destroyed in the war. Vietnamese hated and killed 
other Vietnamese. Thousands of Republic of Viet­
nam armies were thrown intotmicaitao (re-education 
camps) in the North after the Communists took over 
the South. The Communists confiscated their prop­
erty and forced families to live on farms that were
Vietnam War
destroyed by bombing. Students were refused the 
right to go to college and were told the reason was 
because, “your father’s history was ugly to the coun­
try.” For freedom, two million Vietnamese fled their 
country by boat after 1975, and thousands of them 
(my relatives included) encountered death at sea 
rather than freedom. War brought nothing else but 
the killing of millions of my people. Who is respon­
sible for this history of suffering?
After the war, thousands of Amerasians, children 
whose fathers were American and mothers Vietnam­
ese, were born without knowledge of who their fa­
thers were. These babies didn’t have their mothers 
with them after birth, because they left for fear the 
Communists would arrest them for having relation­
ships with Americans. These children were raised by 
relatives, and many were denied access to education 
by the government.
In 1982, Vietnam and America came to an agree­
ment known as the Order Departure Program (ODP). 
This agreement guaranteed entry into America for all 
Amerasians and theirfamilies. However,some people 
who wanted to get into America abused this agree­
ment by paying an Amerasian to identify them as 
family. Once in the U.S., though, these people 
abandoned the Amerasians, leaving them with no 
family or friends in this new country. Many joined 
gangs and became involved in crime as a way to 
survive. A number of these individuals ended up in 
jail.
The Vietnam war started in seemingly unlimited 
killing and ended in long frustration for both Ameri­
cans, Vietnamese, and Amerasians. War destroyed, 
and left nothing but nightmares and death behind. 
War always starts without concern for the conse­
quences. I would like to send my heart out to all 
Americans and Vietnamese who died in the war. To 
all American Veterans, ¡Vietnamese Veterans, and 
especially my dearest friends, the Amerasians, I love 
you all.
Le Dinh Tuan, Business
From the Left n
by Frank Fleischman III W  |
C olum nist 
revises h is beliefs
As I near my last semester and ultimately my gradu­
ation in December, I had the opportunity to re-examine 
many things that I once held dear. I now realize that I 
have been ignorant, bullheaded, and foolish. I am 
talking here about my support (read as aiding and abet­
ting) of the left.
The left is comprised of anti-American rich White 
kids. They have nothing better to do than criticize our 
nation and the Judeo-Christian beliefs that it was founded 
upon. I feel terrible forencouragingsuch behavior. Iam 
going to go out an buy a fire-retardant American flag to 
show that I am just as patriotic as Oliver North.
The congress that was elected in September, 1994 is 
one of the greatest that we have had since the American 
Revolution. They’ll get those welfare cheats and illegal 
immigrants off the dole, kick ‘em in the rear end, and 
force them to get a job. It serves them right to be poor. 
They should have stopped spending it all on drugs, 
alcohol, and sex.
I must make a confession. When I registered for 
Selective Sendee, I sent a note to them explaining that 
there was no way that they would draft me for a war. I was 
very vocal about my opposition to the GulfWar. I helped 
to aid Hussein and his evil terrorist friends by maligning 
my own nation. I’m so sorry.
I am no longer Unitarian. The Unitarian faith lets all 
sorts of atheists, humanists, and generally godless people 
in through their doors. From now on, I am a born-again 
Christian, and I will tape Pat Robertson’s “700 Club” 
each day so I will not miss his God-inspired wisdom. I 
agree that wre need prayer in schools. When prayer was 
banned, the jails filled up. We need God back, so He can 
take vengeance on all the secular humanists, sexual 
deviants, and anti-Christian lefties of our world.
I was once a member of the anti-nuclear war move­
ment. How naive I was! How could I not see that the 
anti-nukers were actually Commies in American cloth­
ing! So an accident happens once in a while. So what is 
some people were exposed to radiation tests and not 
compensated? The knowledge of their duty to help 
defeat the Evil Empire should have been enough com­
pensation.
I was wrong to support gun control. Every family 
should own at least one gun. That way we all know that 
every house has a gun in it and nobody would be foolish 
enough to shoot someone else. We should thank God for 
the National Rifle Association for their continuing effort 
to put assault weapons in the hands of normal Americans.
I once said my personal hero was Abbie Hoffman. 
Bah! He was a self-centered goof who helped to aid the 
downfall of our great civilization and promote teen 
pregnancy, drug use, and homosexuality.
As I enter the “real world”, I see that w'e need a 
President who is strong. Bill Clinton went to Prague and 
Moscow in the dead of winter. Why? He was a Commie 
symp! We need Ronald Regan back. How could I have 
thought that his sinful daughter Patti Davis was the 
normal one in the Regan family? I’ll be straight, red, 
white, and blue from now on.
Only kidding. See you in the editorials in September.
This May, the New Jersey Vietnam Veteran’s 
Memorial will be dedicated to the men and women 
who served and died in that much maligned and 
costly war. For many, it will help bring closure to a 
period in their lives that they would like to put behind 
them. It will be a psychological balm for me also.
Up to this point, I, like most other vets, had to deal 
with the trauma of war alone, not only because I 
wanted to, but because it was prudent. Until it was no 
longer fashionable, I was vilified not only by my peers, 
but by my own family. I thought that this added 
disgrace would continue to be so - until 1 picked up 
and read the April 13 th issue of the Montchrion. I was 
taken aback! There, right before me, was an almost 
full two page spread relating John Chevalier’s expe­
riences, as well as Dr. Scipione’s. Obviously, the 
students and faculty want to share in our experiences 
and your newspaper is willing to print them. It is a
credit to you and this university. I salute you.
Each veteran has a unique personal piece of history 
to relate, and each story demands evaluation. When 
I staggered back to this country, dazed and confused 
in October of 1969, I had no idea how much my 
participation may have influenced history, but I knew 
I was taking part in something that should be passed 
on, not for your pleasure, but to help prevent Ameri­
cans from participating in any more conflicts unless 
they have the will, the means, and the resolve to win. 
Only then will you protect your sons and daughters, 
and save yourselves unnecessary grief. If the Mont- 
clarion and MSU continue as they have, I have no 
doubtyou will be successful,andoursufferingwill not 
have been in vain. Keep up the good work!
George Zarzycki, Anthropology 
Member of the Vietnam Vets of America,
Chapter 12
. . . . . . .
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Challenge to “get real” m etNative American
by Joseph Paternoster
Dr. Leonard Jeffries - when some people read this 
name it brings “memories of pain and suffering to them. 
The mere sight incites rage and anger among them.” 
These words, I must admit, are not my own, but those 
used in the “Wake Up Call” issued last semester to the 
black students on this campus in reference to the sight of 
the Confederate flag. Before I continue, there is one 
thing I would like to state about the MSI ) campus and the 
majority of campuses in America: they are too sensitive - 
hypersensitive, in fact - and as such they do not properly 
prepare students for the real world. Upon graduation, 
ladies and gentlemen, people are not going to worry 
about what offends you (unless it can be used to their 
advantage), but how well you can do your job. MSI I does 
not teach that.
The first issue I want to address is the Confederate 
flag/Dr. Jeffries comparison. The OSAU and several 
students on campus do not see a connection between 
these two things. For example, last week. Miss Tracy 
Smith wrote, “There is no comparison! That specific 
member of Delta Kappa Psi committed an act of sheer 
ignorance. I Iis fraternity brothers allowed him to hang 
that flag over their fraternity letters, therefore they were 
all held accountable for this. In essence, it symbolized a 
similar train of thought.”
There is a problem with this reasoning. If ignorance 
is not a viable excuse, shouldn’t prior knowledge be 
grounds for the loss of Class 1 status? Didn’t the OSAU 
know before they invited Dr. Jeffries (since they have
Apologist
by Nelson Alonso
No one should speak about homosexuality without a 
caring heart. Homosexuals are well aware of the stereo­
types and hostility that others may feel toward them. 
And even if those feelings are not present, many homo­
sexuals will think that they exist. 1 lowever, we mustalso 
have the courage to share the truth. Examined as a 
whole, the homosexual lifestyle is anything but healthy. 
Even before AIDS, the incidence of suicide among 
homosexuals was above the norm. Suicide attempts are 
significantly higher among gays than among others - 3 
percent of non-homosexuals, 18 percent for homosexu­
als. Further, suicide among teenage homosexuals is so 
common that the Report o f the Secretary's Task' Force on 
Youth Suicide has suggested a “stop to the ‘gay is okay’ 
trend that is prevailing in our schools.”
According to Drs. Edward J. Artnak and James J. 
Cerda, writing in the medical journal. Current Concepts in 
(¡astoentero/opy, the homosexual lifestyle is “responsible 
for the majority of new cases of sexually transmitted 
diseases..” The Centers for Disease Control have re­
ported that approximately SO percent of new cases of 
syphilis occur in the homosexual population. According 
to other research, homosexuals are fourteen times more 
apt ever to have had syphilis, three times more apt toever 
have had gonorrhea, genital warts, and lice, eight times 
more apt ever to have had hepatitis, five more times apt 
ever to have scabies, thirty times more apt to have ever 
had an infection from penile contact, and over five 
thousand times more apt to have AIDS. According to 
various studies, approximately 70 to 80 percent of homo­
sexuals have reported having a sexually transmitted 
disease.
invited him before) that it would have the same result? 
And if guilt by association is acceptable, then I can 
assume, according to Miss Smith’s logic, that the OSAl I 
supports Jeffries’ belief that “melanin, the dark skin 
pigment, gives blacks intellectual and physical superior­
ity over whites” according to a Time magazine article. 
Does this not, by their invitation to Dr. Jeffries to speak, 
symbolize a similar train of thought? And if so, shouldn’t 
the OSAU get at least the same discipline as Delta Kappa 
Psi? The double standard and selective tolerance are 
revealed here.
Last week on my radio show, Mr. Damon Pearson 
appeared as a representative of OSAU. I would again like 
to thank Mr. Pearson for his appearance. He stated that 
he, personally, does not feel that Dr. Jeffries is a racist or 
anti-Semite. Similarly, the person that owns the Confed­
erate flag didn’t believe that it was a dehumanizing 
symbol for blacks - but he and his fraternity were pun­
ished for it. Shouldn’t OSAU be punished for this 
violation also? If people want to play the sensitivity game, 
it must go both ways.
Mr. Pearson also stated that many people are trying to 
silence Dr. Jeffries and other black scholars. Ironically, 
Dr. Jeffries has spoken at over 3000 colleges in the last 
yearand was recently on The Dennis Prager Show. And why 
are Dr. Walter Williams, Shelby Steele, Thomas Sowell, 
or Justice Clarence Thomas (to name a few) not invited 
as black scholars? That would be real diversity - black 
conservatives! They are the once who are truly silenced.
Morality of gay 
lifestyle questioned
Until recently, homosexual acts were considered crimi­
nal, although the law was rarely enforced. Indeed, in 
1988 alone, eighteen more states removed their sodomy 
laws. If tens ofmillions die from AIDS, this will probably 
force a return to homosexual acts as criminal. It appears 
that homosexuality and its lifestyle actually increases 
criminal behavior. The Institute forScientific Investiga­
tion of Sexuality examined the incidence of criminality 
and social disruption among the gay population. 62 
percent more homosexuals reported regularly getting 
high on drugs or alcohol, 22 percent more gays reported 
at least one auto accident in the past five years, 40 pcrcen t 
more gays admitted to deliberately killing or attempting 
to kill others, 557 percent more gays reported having 
been arrested for a sexual crime, and homosexuals were 
62 percent more likely to admit having sex with children 
under the age of thirteen. In an evaluation of 40 mass 
murderers or serial killers, it is claimed that of the mass 
murders involving sexuality over the past 17 years in the 
U.S., over represented in these deaths. This is under­
standable consideringstatistics like the following: Jeffery 
Dahmer, Donald 1 Iarvey(87 victims), John Wayne Gacy 
(23 victims), Patrick Kearney (87 victims), Bruce Davis 
(28 victims), Corll-I Ienley Brooks (27 victims), Juan 
Corona (25 victims). In fact, the Near York 'Times cites 
investigating detectives as saying that all these murders 
were “motivated by a sense of shame after having 
homosexual relations with their victims.”
Many are the problems and dangers involved in this 
lifestyle. As a society we can’t claim we genuinely care 
about such individuals when we continue to accept and 
endorse their behavior.
Further, Mr. Pearson stated Dr. Jeffries’ credentials 
and they are not questioned. I lowever, much of what 
Dr. Jeffries is saying is gleaned from books that other 
people have written, which is valid. - But I can find just 
as many books that say the opposite of what Dr. Jeffries 
states. So which is right? Mr. Pearson wrote in a letter to 
the Montclarion last week that people must, “Stop 
relying on other people or forces to dictate how you 
should think, feel, or act towards certain people.” I 
couldn’t agree more. Research for yourselves and ques­
tion the author or orator - especially the one who believe 
melanin is the measure for intellect and physical strength.
The ideas of campus unity and diversity have been 
heavily debated since the announcement of Dr. Jeffries 
planned appearance here at MSI J. I believe that in order 
to create true campus unity, ethnicity-based organiza­
tions should be downplayed to Class II or Class III. 
Universal clubs (i.e. Conservation, Yearbook, Mont­
clarion, College Democrats or Republicans) should be 
upgraded. The double standard has got to stop; why not 
treat everyone equally? For diversity, rather than the 
constant flow of like-minded speakers, why not allot 
some money for conservative orators? And the hyper­
sensitivity must end - grow up already.
Maybe these ideas will be considered, but I can't 
expect much from a place that states on every piece of 
stationery that this is “An equal opportunity/affirmativc 
action institution.” Please. As Mr. Pearson stated, “let’s 
get real.”
appeal to 
Francois
1 appeal to your sense of fairness and justice that you 
immediately call for another election. You cannot possi­
bly allow the present results to stand. What kind ol 
^residency do you expect to have?
I’ll tell you. It w’ill be one of those years where an 
isterisk appears.
Look at it from a regular student’s point of view. 
There were 1212 signatures in the book and there arc 
1240 in the machine.
Now, I’m no math major Francois, but those numbers 
don’t make sense!
We can argue a lot of things here and blame iron a wide 
variety of reasons, but that would still bring us to out 
b re sent dilemma: The election results are not accurate.
You will further drag the SCA down the road that the 
now evidently, incompetent XTC crew started it on.
I am sorry that this is not a congratulatory letter which 
you most assuredly would have deserved had it not been 
for the election mishandling which you arc not to blame 
for. Instead 1 must be the voice of reason in a wilderness 
bf injustice and a sea of inequality.
Please, 1 ask you to consider this for the students who 
took out time to go to the polls and vote. The students 
who trusted their'vote would count for something arc 
depending on you to be the leader you campaigned to be.
Even 1 wouldn’t want the presidency that badly.
Jorge Calle
V___________________________ J
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Both sides asked to focus on 
sim ilarities to resolve conflicts
In 1975, John Dean III, who was involved in the
Watergate cover-up and helped form the White I louse 
Enemies I ast, brought controversy to this campus when 
ie came and delivered a speech. Now, it seems history 
tas repeated itself.' I ’hecomingof Dr. Jeffries has caused 
controversy once again. But this time, the issue is racial, 
not political.
To see this, one need only read last week’s Mont- 
zlarion. There are four letters written in support of 
Jeffries. All four make a very valid point: that Dr. Jeffries 
is a learned man, a very intelligent man, who has broken 
through traditional barriers and accomplished many 
things. Because of this, he is qualified to be a speaker at 
the Paul Robeson Affair. For a black man to rise to 
-imminence and be considered a leader is a remarkable 
iccomplishment, which Dr. Jeffries has done.
But what the OSAU, Wayne Dennis, Damon Pearson, 
ind 'Tracy Smith have done also, while attempting to 
expose some White’s prejudice of Blacks, is blatantly 
expose the racism some blacks have towards other people.
OSAU wrote, “ There is a flyer that asks, ‘why listen 
to the Martin Luther Kings and Nelson Mandelas of the 
world when you can get a dose of real bigotry firsthand?’ 
Now, we ask you this question, ‘Who killed Martin 
Luther Kingand put Nelson Mandela in jail?’ 'The truth 
iiirts, doesn’t it?”
' I o the best of my knowledge, the man who killed Dr. 
Kingwas caught long ago, and Mr. Mandela was impris­
oned by a racist South African government. Why should 
these facts hurt? 1 didn’t have a hand in either of these 
events. In fact, I think it’s safe to say that nobody 
presently attending or teaching at this University had 
anything to do with murdering Dr. King or imprisoning
V________________________________________
Mr. Mandela. So why should the truth hurt? The only 
conclusion 1 can think of is that OSAU is implying that 
all whites are at fault for these unjust acts. But if this is 
true (and I hope I ’ll be refuted if I’m wring) isn’t the idea 
just as racist as the many inaccurate stereotypes given to 
blacks which the OSAU so vehemently opposes?
Wayne Dennis makes the same generalization. “Why 
is it believed that the empowerment and uplifting of the 
Black race mean the downfall of the White race? Maybe 
it is guilt felt by Whites because of what was done to 
Blacks that instills fear.” I’ve never met Mr. Dennis, so 
I can’t see why he thinks this is my opinion. Blacks should 
have more pow'erand pride in their culture and heritage. 
Why does Mr. Dennis assume Ido? Again, just as blacks 
have been stereotyped, now some blacks arc doing the 
same things to other people.
1 plan on attending the open forum on Monday. I am 
most interested in what Dr. Jeffries will have to say. I 
believe that he is anti-Semitic, but I refuse to let this stop 
me from trying to understand what is really happeningor 
from trying to look past any prejudices I may have, as well 
as others, in order to live peacefully along with people. 
Underneath the labeling - black, white, Jew, Christian - 
guesswhat? We’re all people. We’re all human. And that 
fact should be far more important than anything else, 
because as long as that truth is understood, then it is 
possible to reach through our hatred and fear of each 
other, to live together - as cliched as it may sound - in 
peace and harmony. As President Johnson once said of 
ending racism in America: “Should we defeat every 
enemy, double our wealth, conquer the stars and still be 
unequal in this task then we will have failed as a people 
and as a nation.”
__________________ J
Positive 
Controversy
By Eridania Perez-Jnquez
At the beginning of the semester many of my friends 
persuaded me to write for the Montdanon. They said I 
perceive things differenth and it was appealing to read 
adifferentopinion. I lowcvcr, I did not ever imagine that 
I would have to pay a price for writing the truth. For 
instance, when I wroteabout theClAand l nited States 
intervention in I .atin America (April 13) I was vilified by 
many students who I feel are brainwashed by the media, 
the political vehicle which only covers the news that 
depicts the I nited States as the “best” country in the 
World. Some of the names I was called were Commu­
nist, Marxist, anti-American, and Bolshevik.
I am not concerned about what students think of me, 
but what aggravates me is how ignorant they are of what 
is happening worldwide. If all those students who 
labeled me an anti-American would discard their ro­
mance novels to read about the repulsive work our 
government has done internationally, they would then 
possibly rectify their thinking.
I nfortunately, the government will always provide a 
justification for its illicit actions. With regard to the CIA 
role in Latin America, the justification is that we were 
fighting to halt the diffusion of Soviet communism there.
Ends don’t justify 
means, even in US
But there can’t be a rational excuse for the manslaughter 
of innocent children and villagers who sympathize with 
socialist ideologies. Besides, we have not only assaulted 
leftist guerrillas in the name of “democracy,” but also 
constitutionally and democratically elected presidents. 
For instance, the CIA, following orders from president 
Reagan, organized the Contras in Nicaragua to rise up 
against the elected Sandinista government. The World 
Court even condemned the United States for subsidiz­
ing the Contras, whose members were accused of drug 
smuggling. But this country discarded the court’s hold­
ingsaying it had no jurisdiction over this matter. Is ironic 
that we preach the veneration of international laws, 
when we are the first ones to violate them.
One of my friends asked me why I live in this country 
if I am so much against it. I then asked him if the 
Americans who revealed the l nited States intervention 
in I .atin America and Africa should forsake their country 
because they the wrote the truth. Since he did not reply, 
I told him that watching basketball games and reading 
cartoon books will never allow him to know the truth 
about this country.
I lave a nice vacation everyone.
A nderton evaluates 
controversies
'There hasn’t been this much controversy around here 
since that guy mailed a squirrel to a DA in Bohn Hall. 
This year’s SGA Election has deservedly broken the 
calm. Since the results were announced last week, there 
have arisen several allegations causing many to question 
the validity of the election. 1, too, struggled with the 
questions these allegations have brought forth. It is for 
that reason I recommended to the SGA I legislature that 
the election be declared null and void.
Despite the many rules that govern the SGA, the 
election rules gave no conclusive or definitive method 
for handling extraordinary circumstances. 'The Attorney 
General could have impounded all materials, the candi­
dates themselves could have contested the elections, or 
the Legislature could have accepted my recommenda­
tion and nullify the elections. None of this happened.
The debate about this recommendation was longand 
difficult. Especially bothersome to me was the realiza­
tion that no matter the decision, doubts would lingerand 
the credibility of the elections process would remain in 
question. Close to forty Legislators and Cabinet mem­
bers took part in the intense debate, and ultimately 
decided to reject the notion of nullifying the election. I 
feel that it is imperative on us now' to abide by this 
decision. The SGA Legislature makes decisions weekly 
that impact on student life and campus organizations at 
MSU. All of these may be criticized, fairly or unfairly, if 
one chooses. This one, though certainly a heavy one, 
should he no different.
I stand by the decision that the I legislature has made. 
Their job is difficult, and the decisions made arc often 
criticized. For that reason, those who disagree are 
compelled to be a part of the solution. Remember, 
controversy and allegation are not truth. The Student 
Government will move forth, despite controversy, and 
will be improved as a result it.
It is unfortunate that we close this year on a down 
note. It has been a year of better Class One program­
ming, improved working relationships with Residence 
Life and the return of some old SGA services. It also has 
been a year of much controversy, ranging from Home­
coming, to Confederate Flags to F ood Service scandals. 
In all, it u'as a difficult year to manage the SGA through, 
but the redeeming factor is that next years leaders will 
pickup where we left off and continue the important 
work that needs to be done.
I’d like to take this time to congratulate the Class of 
1995 and wish the best to those who remain at Montclair. 
It was proved this year that our campus is truly a place to 
learn and understand the world around us. If you can’t 
do that, just pretend and try not to look too bewildered. 
Thanks and good luck!
Sal M. Anderton
SGA President
Join the 
M ontclarion  
in the fall!
"  1 «
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The Examined 
Life
by Jean-Marie Navetta
“You say you want a revolution, well, 
you know, wc all want to change the 
world...”
As I complete my first year here at 
MSU, I can’t seem to get those lyrics out 
of my mind. The semester is ending on a 
more controversial note than anyone might 
have expected. Personally, the thought 
that so many challenging and unusual 
events would have taken place never 
crossed my mind. Further, a few months 
ago, the suggestion that I would have ever 
been more than a bystander to the action 
was unfathomable.
Everyone knows the stories from this 
year. But foremost on people’s minds this 
evening seems to be the Leonard Jeffries 
dispute. Many have labeled the series of 
events which began with the “Confeder­
ate Flag Flap” and culminated tonight at 
the Paul Robeson Affair as “divisive.” 
There have certainly been remarks made 
to support this observation. I lowever, I 
would like to examine the events and 
their effects from a slightly different point 
of view; a point of view considerably more 
neutral than this Op-Ed section has seen 
in weeks.
Explaining such a vantage point first 
requires a bit of background information. 
When I started working as an Editorial 
Assistant at the Montdarion, the first thing 
which was made abundantly clear to me
J  .S . U. state­
m ent on 
Jeffries
Although Dr. Leonard Jeffries makes 
iomc very valid points such as the lmpor- 
tanceofany group understanding its heri­
tage, the manner in which he presents his 
material is very biased and lacks the com­
plete truth. The Jewish Student Union 
tas taken much offense to the racist and 
iegradingremarks against anethniegroup 
)y Dr. f .conard Jefferies, and feel that his 
ittitude towards humanity is one which 
will only hurt our community not help it.
It’s true the campus community must 
rise to the challenge of facing some diffi- 
. tilt issues, yet slander of ethnic groups 
who should be invited into this diseus- 
sion process only serves to make this task 
that much more difficult.
Dan Arininio. President Jewish Stu-
was the dilemma of student apathy at 
MSU. Admittedly, I saw many examples 
to prove this point, and I too began warn­
ing other new members at the Montdarion 
of the problem.
The events at hand have played a large 
role in changing my mind. I’ve seen more 
letters delivered to the Editorial desk in 
the past few weeks than I had ever seen 
before. All kinds of students were react­
ing, and, by writing, they were putting 
their proverbial “money where their 
mouth” was. All around, students and 
faculty were talking, attending meetings, 
such as the Unity Conference, and par­
ticipating in “open mike” forums in front 
of the Student Center. Thus, the point of 
view I’ve seen these events from is not 
necessarily a divisive one, but rather, 
mildly (and pleasantly) revolutionary. 
People were finally talking about revolu­
tion - and it sounded great.
There arc lessons to be learned from 
these experiences. Perhaps the students 
at MSU aren’t as lax about issues as many 
thought. Now, however, everyone must 
continue to use the same energy and 
concern for issues in the future. It took a 
potentially divisive situation to make 
people react. Possibly next time, many 
will act before division becomes an issue. 
It is possible to approach the seemingly 
more menial concerns with the same en­
thusiasm as we have shown for this one 
now that wc recognize the consequences 
of our silence and separation. It takes 
enthusiasm to get passionate about the 
big events; it take endurance and true 
dedication to revolution to be consistently 
passionate about a variety of concerns.
Thanks to all the students who wrote 
and voiced their concerns and opinions 
this year - please continue to speak; the 
invitation to use the Montdarion as your 
forum is always open. Unfortunately, for 
every Damon Pearson and Barbara Leifer- 
Woods who wrote letters, there arc over 
3000students who had an opinion and did 
not write. For every Frank Fleischman 
and Joe Paternosterwhocontributed their 
thoughts every week, there are another 
3000 who remained silent. The silent 
members of the campus community must 
now follow the example which has been 
set and add their own thoughts to the 
“marketplace of ideas.”
May next semester provide us with the 
time and environment to continue to de­
bate and find commonalties, to help shape 
MSU as it goes through the revolution of 
ideas necessary to become the arena for 
enlightenment and discussion which we 
all envision. Once again, thank you to all 
the people who have helped to change 
my perceptions of MSU. I look forward to 
hearing from everyone in the Fall!
President-elect asks students
to focus on his character, not 
accusations
My fellow students, I would like to 
take this opportunity to thank you for 
your support, and express my eagerness 
to serve you in the upcoming year. I 
would like also to commend both Mike 
and Paola for a campaign well fought. 
Each of you are talented individuals who 
can bring a lot to the S.G.A. I ask you for 
your input and support during my admin­
istration.
It has been brought to my attention 
that there was a discrepancy between the 
number of registered voters and the num­
ber of voters on the election booth’s 
counter. In an effort to resolve this matter 
and assure that the election was fairly, run 
a vote was called on the floor of the legis­
lature. The members decided that there
was no need forany furtherprocedurcand 
the election would stand as initially de­
cided. I wish it to be known that I sup­
ported the vote, and cooperated fully with 
the process. 1 desired above all to find the 
truth regardless of the outcome.
Now that the decision has been made, 
I ask you all foryourin my administration, 
and ask you to develop your opinion about 
me based on my performance in office 
and not on any accusations that may sur­
face about my character and integrity.
If you should you have questions or 
concerns about this or any other matter 
pertaining to the S.G.A., please feel free 
to speak to me. 1 look forward to hearing 
your suggestions and serving you.
Francois M. Dander, S.G.A. President 
Elect
H ope you had  a  real good time...See y a
Suggestions to 
a vo id fu tu re  
election p ro b ­
lem s
It has been brought to my attention 
:hat the vote counts in the election ma­
rin es  were revealed before the official 
dose of the polls at 3:00 PM on Wcdnes- 
Jay, April 26, 1995. Had I known earlier 
:hat this had occurred, I would have con- 
:ested the election. This is a violation of 
;he election rules as per the election com­
pany. I have contacted OrenZeve, a former 
\ttorney General of the S.G.A., as well as 
: lerb Webb from the election company, 
md both have verified that this is indeed 
i violation. Please realize that this action 
:an cause problems with an election. The 
autcome of an election can be affected if 
:he vote count is checked on a daily basis 
ind revealed. For this reason, the num- 
aers in S.G.A. elections have always been 
inknown to everybody, includingthe At- 
;orney General, until the very end of the 
Section when the winner was announced, 
t is advisable that a bill be written stating 
:hat the vote counts in an election shall 
aot be revealed to anybody until the very 
and of an election, and that diis be added 
nto the statutes. Phis will help prevent 
:he questioning of the validity of any 
iiture elections.
Paola Ciappina, S.G.A. Attorney Gen­
eral
F a ith  lo st 
in  SG A
Fellow students, today I consider my­
self a student because I am like you. I n the 
fact that I have been cheated. You already 
probably know the facts of the case. The 
real losers in this incident arc you, the 
students. The S.G.A. has participated in 
an incident which is unethical, but has 
decided to not act. They have made the 
wrong choice. We the students of MSU 
should be upset because of the actions 
taken by our legislative body.
This incident has disturbed me, and 
now, I have less confidence in the S.G.A. 
1 will be a legislator next semester to 
insure that this type of hypocrisy is 
climintatcd and will never happen again.
However, I cannot change the S.G.A. 
alone. Ifyou believe in truth and honesty, 
speak out. Let your voice be heard to 
insure that you, too, are not, fooled by 
sheepish S.G.A. legislators.
In closing, 1 would like to wish every­
one a great and safe summer, and I’m 
looking forward to the Fall ‘95 semester 
when justice will be served.
Michael James Roessner, Political Sci­
ence
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S t ic k -f ig u r e  S ally-Jesse R ai afu.
WISHES YOU AU. A WONDERFUL
S u m m e r  B r e a k .
H umor.
THE FAR SIDE By G A R Y  L A R S O N
“Whoa! Here we go again! ... Pony Express 
Rider Walks into Workplace, Starts 
Shooting Every Horse in Sight.” ’
THE FAR SID E By GARY LARSON
"You're up, Red.”
C a l v i n  and H o b b e s by B ill W atterson
C a l v i n  and H o b b e s by Bill W atterson
C a l v i n  and H o b b e s by Bill W atterson
C a l v i n  and H o b b e s by Bill W atterson
MtSItRlCUS PIANO 
ZARTOK-3 APPFMS 
FROM,.,
YWLH -ICW CWANGF 
THE CHANNEL, E 
DONT TH\NK THE 
ORIGINAL PROGRAM 
SHOOLO BE ABO. 
TO CHANGE IT t__
back _y
V'x---
C a l v i n  and H o b b e s by Bill W atterson
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a c r o s s
1 Relaxes 
6 Fruit drink 
9 Unhappy
12 — You Glad 
You re You'5 "
13 Green fruit
15 Weary
16 "The — "
(Debbie 
Reynolds film)
18 Stake
19 Superlative 
suffix
20 Shipshape
21 Greater in size 
23 Shed
25 Magna —
26 Poetic word
27 Texas city
28 Sauit — Marie 
31 — beam
34 Kind of policy
36 Dry
37 Peeled
39 Karenina
40 Imposing nomes
42 Sleds
43 Omelet need
44 Finished
45 Franklin
46 Worship 
48 Comes in
52 Air. antelope 
54 vended
56 Fib
57 Cheer (lor)
58 One behind 
another
61 Extra
62 Cupid
63 Horseman
64 Dined
65 Wonder
66 Bird food
DOWN
1 Artist's stand
2 Get up
3 Actress Berger
4 Sch. subj.
5 Sparing spender
6 One-ceiled plant
7 Force
8 Big bird
9 "— of six 
pence ..."
c 1993 Tribune Media Services. Inc 
Ail Rights Reserved
10 TVs — 
Johnson
11 Bambt. e.g.
14 Intertwined
15 Tangy
17 Advertising gas 
22 Elvis — Presley
24 Requires
25 Fear1 
27 Not as good
29 Musical sound
30 Times of note
31 Metallic fabric
32 ’To — . and a 
bone..."
33 Asian land 
35 Intimidate
37 — church 
mouse 
(destitute)
38 Bancroft or 
Meara
41 Rocker Billy —
42 Banks, at times 
45 Ringer
47 Appointment 
49 Omit a syllable
If  yo u  haven 't
HGURED IT OUT 
YET,THEANSWERS 
AREONTHENEXT 
PAGE.
50 Angered
51 Prophets
52 “My Friend -
53 Debatable
54 Winter sight
55 Monster of myth
59 " — Yankee 
Dooble ..."
60 Expression ol 
disgust
ALLY TAKIN(.
\\  j í;Y j £ 'a A;K. i'A Vv ) { ;:•.!-as», kM' \ H
DAno!;GíUí!ii:vnoN:_
M y  /¿ » /H o ro sco p e
by John J. O'Sullivan 
A .B.C .D .E.F .G .-Certified Copy-Cat.
★
★
Libra: (Arg. 23-Sept. 23) The starsAries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) DON’T
EAT THE HOT DOGS!!! DON’T EAT 
THEM!! WHATEVER YOU DO, DON’T 
EAT THE HOT DOGS!!! (This fortune 
brought to you by the National Ham­
burger Coalition.)
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) John J.
O’Sullivan’s birthday is May 8th. 
Shower him with presents, or you will 
be hit by a Mack™ Truck.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) An in­
credibly huge squirrel will steal away 
your first-borne. Don’t stop him; he’s 
got an AK-47™.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) A con­
tainer of milk will try to organize a 
rebellion in your refrigerator. To 
prevent lactose-induced revolution, 
distribute propaganda pam phlets in 
your refrigerator, stating why the 
orange juice is the true leader of the 
refrigerator.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) That last
fortune tired me out. You don’t have a 
fortune this week. Sorry.
say that you are a poopie-head.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 2 1) Your cat
will discover the meaning of life, but 
unfortunately no one will believe that 
killing chipmunks is the essence of 
being.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Your
house will burn down in a terrible 
coffee accident. Your lucky numbers 
are 53, 19, 8.2, and n.
Capricorn™: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) A
close personal friend of yours is the 
Anti-Christ. I’ll give you a hint on who 
he is: He has the num bers “666” on his 
forehead and burns things by looking 
at them...NO, IT ISN’T ME!
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)’ Your
Pop-Tarts™ love you; buy them a new 
toaster!
Pisces: (Feb-19-Mar. 20) Contrary
to public belief, drinking toxic waste 
will not give you a great smile and 
smooth muscle tone.
<*>/•
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T H E  T H IN G S  T H A T P E S S E B M E  O FF.!!!!
b y J o h n JJ, O'Suluvan
Wow, yet another semester is au revoir. 
And, as my creative energy dwindles and 
diminishes down to nothingness, I am 
saved!!! “By what,"you may ask. Well, for 
those of you who don’t know (or don’t 
care for that matter) at the end of every 
semester I write the:
THINGS THAT PISSED ME OFF; THE 
SEMESTER IN REVIEW.
So now that all of you know, remember, or 
still don’t care, I will now list out the
THINGS THAT PISSED ME OFF; THE 
SEMESTER IN REVIEW.
1 . Cars: I swear to God, I’d rather walk 
around, ride a bike, or even hijack a kite 
than use these damn contraptions. Let 
me tell you about my “Chariot of Tire”: 
My car died down in Bloomfield (Town 
Motto: A pizza shop on every corner), so 
it got towed on me, courtesy of the 
Bloomfield Police, had to get the damn 
thing repaired, and by the time every­
thing was done, $137.13 was charged to 
my Citibank Visa™. Then, after I dealt out 
all of that credit, my brakes decided to go 
to Panama on holiday and my car ca­
reened  into the  tre s tle  by the 
“436324687648 Brothers Diner”. I 
smacked right into Theta Xi and Delta Phi 
Epsilon (Sorry about that). My car is 
rotting right now in my driveway. I’m 
using a Ford™ Tempo, whose battery has 
decided not to start today. I’m stranded 
up in West Milford, NJ (Town Motto: There 
can NEVER be too many trees). HELP!
2 . Richard Bey: I want to smack him. I 
want to run him over with a paving truck.
I would love to use his head as a bowling 
ball. I would like to take all of those 
annoying, screaming, rowdy audience 
members and puree them. And then...hee 
hee hee...I’D FEED THEM TO MY CAT!!!!! 
Muhahahahahahahahahahaha!!! Some­
body stop me before it’s too late.
3 . Saturday Night Live: B’Bye.
4 . The Led Zeppelin™ Tribute Album: I 
do not want to hear this anymore!!! 
How many times must they play that 
album each day? I would love to see 
102.7’s play list...wait, I just hap­
pen to have it right here (how 
ironic!):
1. Bad 90’s song.
2. Led Zeppelin.
3. Led Zeppelin.
4. Another bad 90’s 
song.
5. That annoying 
“What Would You 
Say” song that we 
love to murder.
6. Led Zeppelin.
7. More Led Zeppe­
lin.
8. Led Zeppelin out the ass.
9. Have you had enough Led Zeppelin 
yet?
10. Here’s some more Led Zeppelin.
11. Robert Eripp? (King Crimson) NOPE, 
Robert Plant! (Led Zeppelin)
It’s enough to make even the most sane 
classic rock fan go loony.
5. Bohn Hall: I hate this place. If it isn’t 
the idiots running around the halls at 
6am in the m orning, or even the 
PortoSan™ quality bathrooms, it’s the
rooms that are always 900 degrees 
Fahrenheit. I mean, every time I go into 
my room, it seems that the heat is just 
going to knock me out like a pair of 
unwashed socks would! Argh; turn the 
heat down already! You don’t have to 
worry about “illegal coffee machines” 
starting a fire, you have to worry about 
students spontaneously combusting 
and starting a fire! Along with Bohn 
Hall goes...
7. Mighty Morphine Power Rangers: 
It’s like really bad Voltron™ with a 
witch. I cannot watch this show with­
out wanting to vomit in my shoes. As 
far as I could gather from watching this 
show for about two minutes before I 
shut it off, this would be the script:
Ugly Witch: NOW I’VE GOT YOU!
(cuts to annoying teen)
Annoying Teen: Let us now power up
our Mega Garble Zord Power now! 
(teen cut off into Looney-Tunesque 
oval)
Annoying Teen: Red Ranger Garble 
Power Yeah!
(cuts to large monster)
M onster: I will destroy the Mighty 
Morphine Power Rangers™!
(cuts to Annoying Teen in space suit) 
Annoying Teen: I’ll get you now 
power yeah!
(teen beats the crap out of monster, 
cuts to annoyed humor columnist) 
Hum or Columnist: WOULD ALL OF 
YOU PLEASE SHUT UP????
(cuts to teen)
Annoying Teen: Now I’ve got you 
power yeah yeah huh!
(cuts to humor columnist with rocket 
launcher)
Hum or Columnist: FUCK YOU ALL! 
(annoyed power humor columnist 
blows up all of the Mighty Morphine 
Power Rangers, and Saban Entertain­
ment™, the evil overlords of the 
MMPRs™)
Actually, that episode wasn’t that 
bad...
That’s all for this year. I hope you all 
have a warm, snugly, pleasant sum­
mer. Have fun wading in your own 
personal inflatable kiddie pool. Ciao!
John  J. O ’Sullivan is a delicious desert, 
garnished with straw berries and 
whipped cream.
c o p y righ t 1995 a bs u rd  p u d d in g  synd ica te  me.
6 . The Idiots Who Stole Every 
Single Fucking Laundry Knob: 
•If I catch whoever started steal­
ing laundry knobs, I’m going 
to shove their knobs up their 
respective asses. I’ve had to 
either use a) my hands or b) 
a pair of scissors to use the 
machines, and that barely 
works. Every weekend I 
look like Santa Claus™ 
as I take my dirtied 
laundry and give it 
kto the good little 
¡washing and dry­
ing machines at 
home. Grow the
fuck up please!
Top 10 reasons why TVs are 
Better Than Men.
by Candice Meyer
10. You can keep the action on, 
with out the sound. (Thank God 
since TVs don’t complain.)
9. TVs just show beer commer­
cials; they don’t believe in them. 
8. You know a TV is a TV from its 
structure, but there are millions 
of little boys hiding out in men’s 
clothing.
7. You can turn a TV off.
6. TVs offer variety.
5. TVs don’t get insecure when 
you switch the station.
4. You can invite your friends 
over to laugh at and throw pop­
corn at your TV.
3. TVs don’t go limp & TVs rotate 
easier.
2. 1 can live without a man.
1. TVs are made of steel
Top 10 Reasons Why TVs are 
Better Than Women.
by John J. O'Sullivan.
10. Incredibly easy access to 
stimulation without the compli­
cations.
9. You don't have to go shopping 
with your TV.
8. There are no emotional con­
nections; watching the TV is the 
perfect relationship.
7. The most heartbreaking thing 
your TV will do to you is show you 
the final episode of Cheers™.
6. No need to impress a TV; even if 
you don’t have a VCR or a Sega™, 
your TV is content.
5. The most amount of money you 
will ever have to spend on a TV is 
the electric bill and the cable bill. 
4. Want Sex? Turn on the Play­
boy™ Channel!
3. Watching TV is a relaxing ex­
perience...
2. You can eat potato chips, drink 
beer, and belch; the TV won’t say 
a thing.
1. Two words: Mute button.
^PS These lists are nothing more than^  
harmless fun. Please don’t send death 
threats to either Candice or myself.
-JJO’S
A PIECE OF WISDOM:
F o r  s u m m e r  f u n  i n  t h e
SUN, NAPALM JU ST  DOESN'T 
MAKE A GOOD SUNSCREEN.
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Crow Bar
ROUTE 46 EAST, LITTLE FALLS
START YOUR SUMMER EARLY AT
THE CROWBAR 
BEACH PARTY
MONDAY 
MAY 8TH
SPONSORED BY 
DELTA KAPPA PSI 
NO CLASS ON TUESDAY!!
FREE BUFFALLO WINGS DURING
HAPPY HOUR
(MONDAY-FRIDAY 5-7 P.M.)
I I P  ^  n  V IPCROWKN*
DOUIi 46 CAST * LITTLE FALLS. tIJ • 2 0 1 -2 5 6 -6 6 1 7
The Bearer of this card is entitled to FREE ADMISSION to
the CrowBar at all times.
DELTA KAPPA PSI IS A CLASS IV ORGANIZATION OF THE SGA
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To place a classified ad please call 
6 5 5 -5 2 3 7  $ 10  per week 
_________ 2 5  to 30 words
Alaska Summer Employ­
ment - Students needed! 
Fishing Industry. Earn up to 
$3,000 - $6,000+ per 
month. Room and board! 
Transportation! Male of 
Female. No Experience 
Necessary. Call 
(206) 545-4155 ext.
A50961.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn 
up to $2,000+ per month. 
World travel. Seasonal and 
full-time positions. No exp. 
necessary. For info.
Call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C50961.
Join The Montclarion!!
D’Jais Nightclub and Cafe in 
Belmar, New Jersey. Sum­
mer jobs avail, starting in 
May. Positions available: 
Prep cooks, pizza maker, 
line cook, waiter/waitress, 
busperson, utility person, 
host/hostess, counter help 
(cashiers), barback, floor 
security, bartenders, pro­
motional asst. Call for an 
interview: (908) 681-0625. 
Or apply in person: D’Jais - 
1801 Ocean Ave. Belmar,
N.J. 07719.
NEEDED - Someone to watch 
3 children for summer or 
longer Call 890-5926 
ASAP.
Child Care: Good swimmer, 
good with children. Take 
two children (5 and 9) to 
the pool at Mountainside 
Park, 3 blocks away. Mon- 
Wed-Eri 2-5 $6 per hour. 
Call 783-9842.
Senior counselors needed 
for 1/2 day summer pro­
gram at the Montclair 
YMCA. (June 28 - August 
18.) Candidates should 
have experience working 
with children ages 5-9. 
Please contact Bonnie or 
Jennifer at 783-6566 for 
more info.
Join the Montclarion!!
Count on yourself.
R E A L I T Y *
F E M A L E  C O N D O M
a real choice
for helping in the prevention
of unintended pregnancy & sexually transmitted diseases. 
Call your pharmacist, doctor or 
(8 00 ) 274 -6601
M A N U F A C T U R E R 'S  C O U P O N  EX PIR ES  6 / 3 0 / 9 5  
L IM IT  O N E  C O U P O N  PER  IT E M  P U R C H A S E D
3 PACK OR 6  PACK ,
REALI TY® $ ^ 0 0  O f f
T E M A L E  C O N D O M
Retailer: We w ill re im burse you  the face value o f this coupon  plus the handling invo lved i f  its redeerr 
a consumer a t the tim e o f purchase on the brand specified. Coupons no t properly redeemed w ill be 
a n d  held. Reproduction o f this coupon is expressly p roh ib ited . A ny o ther use constitures fraud.
M a il To: The Female H ea lth  Company, a  division o f W isconsin Pharm acol Company 
875, N orth  M ich igan Avenue Suite 3660, Chicago, IL 60611. Cash Value 1/20 o f 11 
Void where taxed or restricted. L im it one coupon pe r item  purchased.
Furnished rooms. Three- 
m inute walking distance 
(just across street from 
campus) female $55/wk. 
Double or $85/wk. - single 
utility included Upper 
Montclair (nice and quiet 
area) available May l 5,
1995 Call at 655- 7519 or 
783-1678 (leave message).
Childcare Needed - 1 or 2 
days, flexible schedule, 
references required. Driver 
preferred. Please Call 
228-3758.
Child care - After school/ 
after camp for active 8-year 
old boy Weds. 3-6:30 p.m. 
Poss. more hours/additional 
days if willing to do lite 
hskping/laundry. Defensive 
driver with own car for p /u  
& drop off. N/S. Refs reqd. 
Excellent salary 744-4740.
2 bedroom  apartm ent in 
Upper Montclair home. 
Private entrance, parking, 
all utilities paid. Females 
only. $650/m onth available 
August. Call 744-8738 leave 
message.
Part-time baby-sitter need­
ed for two schoolage chil­
dren beginning in May.
Four to ten hours per week, 
Tues & Thurs eves. 
Montclair location. Call 
Diane at 
746-7611.
Room for rent in 2 bedroom 
apt. $400.00 includes laun­
dry, heat and hot water. 
West Orange location. Off 
street parking, 15 min. 
from school. Call 736-6304.
M C AT
D R . B L A N K  S R E V IE W
THE BEST MCA T AND 
DAT PREPARATION 
AVAILABLE! 
Taught by Dr. Bette Blank
20 YEARS OF RESULTS!
D O N 'T  TAKE A C O U R S E  
T A U G H T  BY S TU D EN TS
2 0 1 - 9 6 6 - 9 0 5 4
D A T  / O A T
M O N T C L A R I O N
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THE ACURA INTEGRA
GRADUATE
PROGRAM
e f o r e  y o u  g e t  too depressed about what your college diploma is really worth, check out the box on the left. It out­
lines our special deal for soon-to-be graduates, or graduates who have been out of school less than 
a year. See that? You thought you'd be driving around in some used rust bucket. But now you can 
drive an Acura Integra GS-R, with a 170-horsepower VTEC engine, power moonroof, air condi­
tioning, and best of all, a name. Of course we know you'd prefer a vice presidency in 
our company. But this should do for now. SOM E THINGS ARE WORTH THE PRICE. A C U R A
LOW DOW N  
PAYMENT
Flexible paym en t schedule. 
Easy to q u a lify .*
BAY  SH ORE
H ills id e  A cu ra  
1 9 3 0  S u n r is e  Hwy.
B R O N X
B ro n x  A cu ra  
2541 E ast T re m o n t Ave.
D AHBURY
D a n b u ry  A cu ra  
100 Federal Rd.
GREEN W ICH
G reenw ich  A cu ra  
3 4 3  W est P u tn a m  Ave.
LA W R E N C E V ILLE
A cu ra  o f P rin ce to n  
3 001  R ou te  1
H 0R W A LK
H ig g in s  A cu ra  
6 2 5  W e st Ave.
R 0S LY H
R allye A cura 
175 0  N o rth e rn  Blvd.
SPR IN G FIELD
S pringfie ld  A cura 
24 3  R ou te  22  East
W ANTAGH
Island  A cura 
3 3 5 0  S u n rise  Hwy.
B E D FO R D  H IL LS
A c u ra  o f  B edford  H ills 
531 B edford  Rd.
B R O O KLY N
A cu ra  o f  B ro o k ly n  
2729 N o s tra n d  Ave.
D EH VILLE
A cu ra  o f  D en v ille  
3109 R ou te  10 East
H AC K EH SA C K
R ichard  C atena A cu ra  
516 River St.
LONG ISLAND  CITY
S ilver S ta r  A cura 
3 5 -0 9  N o rth e rn  Blvd.
OCEAN
A cu ra  o f O cean  
9 0 9  R ou te  35 N o rth
S C A R S D A LE
C u rry  A cu ra  
6 8 5  C en tra l Ave.
V A LLE Y  STREAM
A c u ra  o f  V alley S trea m  
56  W e st M errick  Rd.
W A P P IH G E R S  FA LLS
F rien d ly  A cura 
1 468  R ou te  9
BR ID G EW ATER
A c u ra  o f  S om erv ille  
1231 R o u te  22  W est
C L IN TO N
C lin to n  A cu ra  
1756 R o u te  31
EAST  B R U H S W IC K
B runsw ick  A c u ra  
1041 R ou te  18
LA R C H M 0H T
A cu ra  o f  W estchester 
2155 P alm er Ave.
M IDDLETOW N
Feder's A cura 
R o u te  17-M  D olson  Ave.
RAM SEY
A c u ra  o f  R am sey  
6 5  R ou te  17
SM ITH T0W N
S m ith to w n  A cura 
7 8 0  E ast Jericho T urn p ik e
VERONA
M o n tc la ir  A cura 
1 0 0  B loom field Ave.
W AYHE
W a y n e  A cura 
1425 R o u te  23 S o u th
*See your participating Acura dealer for details. The Acura Integra Graduate Program is available to purchasers by AHFC. 01995 Acura Division o f  American Honda Motor Co., Inc. Acura and Integra are registered trademarks o f  Honda Motor Co., Ltd.
VTEC is a trademark o f  Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Make an intelligent decision. Buckle up.
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ALPH A KAPPA PSI W ISH ES TO CONGRATULATE ITS N EW EST
INDUCTEES FROM  TH E “EP” CLASS. CONG RATULATIO NS TO:
T racey  B e lto n Jonathon  G uarino M arian n e M cG u ig a n
A lliso n  C etron i M ary H enry M ark R ich m on d
D eb ra  D e N ic o lo D en ise  Innocent V inni Taneja
B rid get D u ffy D iana Jurtovski A n ita  V asq u ez
C aro la  G o n z a le z Sue Jurtovski A le s s io  V assa llo
D on  G ual F ran cesco  M aceri M a tth ew  W illiam s
CONGRATULATIONS TO  OUR AND CONG RATULATIO NS TO
SPRING ‘95 GRADUATES. O U R  AWARD W INNERS:
Joe B agtas T R U E  B L U E  A W A R D S:
Luis C havarriaga Linda C uad rad o
R afael G arcia Kim  H o h o lik
K im  H o h o lik
C hristina  L od o lle K EY A W A R D :
Jim m y Pedraza Joe B a g ta s
D ann y S an tos
WILLIAM
PATERSON
COLLEGE
Helping to Make 
Your Life Work
• Graduate and Undergraduate Classes
• Electives and Requirements
• Day or Evening Classes
• Unique Workshops in Writing and Jazz Improvisation
• International Tours to Morocco, Ireland and China!
Enjoy Your Summer-and Make it Count. 
Enroll in W P C s  Sum mer Sessions Today.
Fill in the coupon, or call (201) 595-2436 for more information.
(UPC
William Paterson College
IN WAYNE 
FOUNDED 1855
First Name
Social Security No. . 
Street________________
County_ State.
Day Phone( ) _____________________________________________
Center for Continuing Education
William Paterson College • College Hall • P.O . Box 913 
Wayne, New jersey 07470-0913
MONICIAKION
“ I
Paterson College 
to Make Your Life Work
Last Name
MOXTCLARIOX
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Personals: The
Christine F. AKV:Nicole.
Does this noise sound familiar? RIIIPPP!?! I ' l l  get your littles  next semester.
Love your l it t le , Genevieve Love, Ru-Paul (Joe’s litt le )
Laura and Chris,
What a great car ride, I ' l l  miss you guysl I love 
you guys so much!
Love, Kim
AKY
Congratulations to all graduating seniors: 
Jimmy, Joe, Danny, Raphael, Kim, Luis, and 
Cristina.
ClC
Sorry I wasn't there to help you much during 
the jam.
Jan
Tom,
Thanks for listening, I had a great time on 
Thursday.
Jeanne
Caroline,
Jump up and down when you read this personal. 
Jeanne
Ann Marie (Phi Sig)
I'm gonna miss ; v; 1 L!J next year! 
IPSL
To all Phi Sigs going on Saturday..
Get yourselves ready to see Mary Ann and B ill 
live and in 3 -D !!!!
IPSL
Phi Sig,
Thanks for making my last carnival memorable! 
We wanted a party and we sure had one!
IPSL, Ann Marie
AKY:
Joe thanks for everything.
Love your lit t le
Christine F.
Which one is Eddie Van Halen?
To all you Montclair people who attended the 
Van Halen concert, my big and I would just like 
to say, don't you wish you were us with 3rd row 
seats and back stage passes!
Phi Sig Sisters,
I'm so glad you found a good place to hide your 
drinks when the cops come around. Who would 
have thought that a conv. roof would have so 
many uses?
IPSL, Kim
Mike,
So you understand the linguistics of personals. 
What are we saying?
Puddin' Heads
Mich,
Now you can bask in the glory of my blindness 
to the truth.
Mel
Jim (Senate)
I t ’s a shame you passed out before your hour 
was up.
Monica and Alan 
Jim (Senate)
Thanks for a great time on Friday, the lemon 
drops, tackling me on the floor, taking the 
biggest pice of chicken at the formal and 
waking me up at 9:30 in fear!!
Love, Stephanie (Theta)
Susan (Theta)
I'm glad you didn't puke on your dress a second 
time but it's not freshman year anymore.
Love, Stephanie
Alan,
I had a really great time on Friday. Thank you 
so much for everything.
Monica
Love, Yocasta
(AkPsi)
We'll always "be" together "be" strong and 
"be” one; AkPsi I ' l l  always treasure, Especially 
Beta Epsilon.
AKY To: Joe B.
I w ill miss you a bunch.
Keep in touch. You better call me.
Love, YoYo
Be (AkPsi)
I w ill never forget you guys. I ’ve learned so 
much from all of you and you'll always have a 
special place in my heart. I love you guys so 
much!
Love, Kim
Mich,
What will I do without our playmates? The 
summer won't be the same.
Mel
AKY,
To my adopted lit t le  Debra. I t  was my pleasure 
taking care of you on that final day. Congratu­
lations once again.
Yocasta
AKY,
Jimmy: I wish you the best. I ' l l  "really", 
"really", "really" miss you a " lo t" .
Love, Yocasta
AKY Mariane
Hey lit t le  what's up? Congratulations and 
welcome to the AKY family.
Yocasta
(AkPsi)
Laura, Linda, Mike, Chris, Angie, Nick, and 
Kim - Chispa! Chispa!
Sal,
Who w ill I share animosity with when you're 
gone? I guess you decided to play instead of 
please.
AO,
When in doubt, lighter flu id .
Celia, AO
Theta Kappa Chi,
What a way to celebrate 10 years!
Formal was AWESOME!!
Love, #93
Kathleen (Theta)
Welcome back to Margaritaville!
Love Ya! Stephanie
AKY: Thanks for everything especially for the 
tra ffic  lights! I like tra ffic  lights.
Love, "Ru-Paul"
Joe B.,
You better keep in touch after graduation. 
Love, your l it t le
Miss,
Who w ill have the honor of making it to the 
wall of shame next semester? Remember, 
everything goes around in a fu ll circle.
Mich
Have you proven that? Scientifically I mean?
Oh come on now.
To my Big, Christine (Phi Sig)
Just think how many people can actually walk 
around and say that Sammy Hagar sang to them!
Kim (Phi Sig)
Thanks for bringing the fun car to the drive-in. 
That roof makes a nifty drink holder!
Love, Your sisters
Phi Sig,
I got a couple of complaints from the people in 
the front row of the drive in that "Short Dick 
Man" was too loud!! Thanks again.
IPSL, Kim
Improv c lass -
Their painting the lines on the parkway - get 
me a diet coke.
AKY: Joe,
you are k illing  me.
Love, Ru-Paul
Juicy Congrats!
Love, Rupi
To: Anita (AkPsi)
My l it t le ,  thanks for the g ift, I ' l l  always be 
here for you.
Love your big, Olga
Don (AkPsi)
You are an a— h-l-.
Love, ???
Brothers (AkPsi)
I w ill miss you all so much - you do not know 
how much you mean to me. I w ill be around 
though. I promise. As Chantelle would say "I 
love you guys!"
Love, Kim (Hottolto)
YoYo (AkPsi)
Roses, Roses, Roses, (how cute) Ha! Ha! 
Guess Who
Stacy (Theta)
...Remember much?
Love, Stephanie
Laura, Mike, and Kay (AkPsi)
Thank you so much for helping me with the 
Banquet, you guys are great!
Love, Kim
Linda,
Congrats on True Blue. Thanks for being there 
for me, especially Friday night. I ' l l  miss you 
and I love ya!
Love, Kim
Marianne (AkPsi)
Congratulations you did a great job. I knew you 
would. You're one of the sweetest people I 
know, don't let anyone tell you different. It's 
funny how firs t impressions can be so wrong! 
Love, Kim (your big)
Soultrain (AkPsi)
Always remember ta ll, handsome, gorgeous, 
sweat pants (white).
MIA
AKY:
To my one and only big:
Thanks for always being there for me. I'm going 
to miss you next semester!
Love your one and only l it t le , "Ru-
Paul"
EP - Congrats! We finally made it !
Love, "Ru-Paul"
Moneyman,
At least we'll be rid of each other for a few 
months!
Blue Eyes 
Cassie (Phi Sig)
Just want to say sorry, we love ya! And just 
remember that!
IPSL, Your sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma 
Mich,
Let me know when the merry-go-round stops,
I'm sick of the ride.
Mel
AKY: To Jimmy:
It  was a pleasure for you to have me as your 
l it t le .  Ha! Ha!
Love, YoYO
Mich,
The tables turned and now you can finally say, 
How high!
Mel
Casanot,
Don’ t you like sugar games anymore? Remember
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you hod the sugar last.
The "pure" one
Steve (Theta Xi)
So which animal do you want to play with? 
Robin (AO)
Happy Birthday! You're the best!
Love, Christy
A lic ia ,
When are we going to hang out? When are we 
going to A&S?
Samantha
Casanot and Rick
Thanks for being my subjects. My experiment 
proved that the two of you are players. Play 
hard this summer "sugar boys!"
Michele
Robin and Veronica AO,
Best bed mates I ever had.
Celia AO
Mike,
So you're just as literate as we are? Who do 
you discuss us with behind closed doors?
M&M
Mike (AkPsi)
You are also best. Best o f the best.
MIA
Alan,
Friday night was the best pizza I've ever hadl 
Monica
AKY: Carlos
Thanks for making me laugh.
Ru-Paul
Jen AO
There's a cute one, let's bring him back to the 
cabin.
Celia AO
Robin, Carly, Veronica AO 
Ho-Ho-Kus! 'nuf said!
Celia AO
Veronica AO,
Go get it !
Celia AO
To: Jon (AkPsi)
Where were you on Friday?
Brothers
Joe B. (AkPsi)
You are the best. The best of the best.
Love, Olga
Happy Birthday Cherie, Sue, Denise, and Robin 
AO
Joe B.
You are k illing  mel
Love, your l it t le
Robin, Carly, Veronica, AO
Davis Taxidermy. Davis Food Mart Either he's
the richest man in town o f there's a lot of 
breeding going on.
Celia AO
Celia (AO)
What a great line about the radio!
Christy
Deirdre (AkPsi)
My firs t l it t le ! You're so special and I wish I 
saw you more than I did this semester. I 'l l 
miss you and Marianne but I ' l l  be around, I 
promise.
Love, Kim 
Denise AO,
My butt is all bruised now.
Thanks!!
Celia AO 
Margaret and Anna,
You are the greatest bigs! You're like 2 moms, 
2 sisters and 2 best friends all rolled up in 
one! I love you!
Love, Kim (your lit t le )
EP: We hate traffic ligh ts.
Love, Ru-Paul
AKY: We hate traffic ligh ts. Don't ever forget! 
Love, EP
Casey,
You best keep in touch th is summer. I 'l l  miss 
you, and all our crazy times. O-kay I love you 
by-by.
Hugs, Victoria
Laura, Lori-Ann, & Tracy,
I can't wait to move to Clove. No more fire 
d rills  and yucky food.
Love, Victoria
Joy & Holly,
Thank you for all the smokes, a place to stay, 
and for being the best down the hall/around the 
corner roommates. I love you both. How about 
some pizza or salad?
Hugs, Victoria
Rachel,
I've missed you this semester. When you leave, 
on a je t plane, don't know when you'll be back 
again, you better keep in touch. Good luck in 
San Fran. I love you more than you love 
yourself. Bitches t i l l  the end.
Hugs, Victoria
Andy,
I ' l l  never look at the second floor the same way 
again. Are you up for another adventure?
Love, Victoria
Tina AO,
There's a cute guy by the bathrooms. Let's go 
get him.
Celia AO 
AO,
Pictionary, Bar-b-Q cheese burgers, my 1st 
camp fire , wiffle ball, such stimulating
conversations, thanks for a great time on my 
firs t sisterhood retreat! 
z 101
P.S. are you sure there aren't any bats?!?
Robin, Carly, Veronica,
Always remember to pick up guys at Dunkin 
Donuts with a dozen donuts for dessert.
Celia (AO)
Kim and Yocast (AkPsi)
Thank you so much for everything, you guys are 
the best bigs.
Marianne (AkPsi)
Jan, Matt, Michelle, Mia, Kay,
Everybody...I'm Leaving!
Iluvyabuhbye!
Paul
Bobby Jo, Bobby Sue, and Bobby Mae AO, 
Taxidermy Sat nite. Be there or be square! 
Bobby Jean AO
Hickwoman:
You and your slide rule and your phone books 
hang in there - you deserve the best.
Vestan Panle
JJO'S™
Come back to the personals. I got a pedicure 
just for you!
Love, Maude™
Christy AO,
Is that a radio in your pocket or are you just 
happy to see me?
Celia AO
You:
So.... is it me or the rug?
Me
You:
Of course its you...te amo.
Me
Robin, Carly, Veronica AO,
I won $8 on scratch o ff cards - I'm hooked 
Celia AO
Tina AO,
Can I have a cigarette? I promise I 'l l  give you 
one of mine later.
Celia AO
Porch (AXP),
Carly and Robin are righ t you are the best. 
Christy (AO)
Darling,
Don't be a stranger this summer!
Love,
Cupcake
Jen (ZI104)
You are the best l i t t le !
Luv your big
AO,
W iffle  ball anyone?
No thanks.
Kim AO,
They're my cancer sticks and I 'l l  enjoy them 
very much - 
Thank you!
Celia AO
Celia
Did you see that guy?
Jana AO,
It's  ok - We won't le t any ghosts scare you! 
Celia AO
Sue AO,
Sheik Woman here her roar.
Celia AO
Chris Smitty 
So old, so innocent.
Tilley's quote of the year:
"He who laughs last, laughs last!"
Oh, I get it.
The Grenadien Princess 
I look at you and I see a vision of beauty. I 
touch you and I th ink of soft spun s ilk . I kiss 
you and I feel the ch ills  that go through your 
body that bring you closer to me.
These words are just the beginning of the 
pleasures that await you.
Love, Me
Too easy. I won't even touch that one.
Hey fru it cup,
Good Luck on fina ls!
Love, Joe's Pizza
Someone please te ll me, exactly who the hell is 
President of the SGA?
A concerned student
Victoria
I could be cruel, but I won't. I'm glad you had 
a good time even i f  you don’t remember half of 
it .  Just be careful walking up and down stairs. 
Tom
Thank you once again Darla for taking up the 
task of typing in all o f these personals. You 
helped me to keep my sanity for at least the 
latter half of the semester.
Tom
To all of the people who submitted personals: 
Thank you for making these pages work. The 
free thing worked very well, we'll probably do it 
again next year.
I'm holding back the tears now as we close down 
the year with the fina l few personals. What a 
freakin' year.
Tom
Well, as the song goes..................See you in
September. (How corny.)
Personals page slave, Tom Tracy.
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Red Hawks move past Roadrunners
Softball wins NJACplayoff 9-1, as Acevado, Flinn and Baron star
by Michael Cowen
After a successful regular season, the 
Red I lawks looked to continue their win­
ning ways in the NJAC playoffs. In the 
first round third-seeded MSI steam rolled 
over sixth-seeded Ramapo, 9-1, as junior 
Robin Baron pitched a three-hitter and 
recorded 11 strikeouts.
T he strikeouts were a season high for 
the Red I lawk ace, who has been nothing 
short of spectacular this season. Baron was 
named The Star Ledger Woman Athlete 
of the week.
Last week, Baron and her teammates 
were confident going into the playoffs 
against Ramapo. Considering MSL (31- 
8, 5-4 NJAC) swept the Roadrunners 8-0 
and 7-0, earlier in the season, it had every 
reason to be. Baron, who has been nearly 
untouchable since midway through the 
season, pitched a no-hitter and struck out 
nine when she faced the NJAC rivals in 
late April.
According to Baron, she did not see the 
Red I lawks struggling much with the 
Roadrunners.
“1 don’t see us having a problem get- 
tingpast Ramapo,” said a confident Baron.
MSI! is now starting to score runs and 
hold on to comfortable leads. With the 
post-season underway, it couldn’t have 
picked a better time. The Red I lawks 
have outscored their opponents 26-5 in 
their last three games.
While Baron struck out the side in both 
the first and the second innings, she re­
ceived all of the run support she would 
need in the first inning to improve her 
record to 18-4. With two more victories, 
Baron will become the third pitcher to 
ever w in 20 games in a season at MSU.
In the first inning, the Red Hawks 
grabbed a quick 2-0 lead after senior cen­
ter fielder Fran Bellapianta scored on a 
throwing error, and teammate Amy 
Edingerdrew a walk w ith the bases loaded.
' I hen with two outs and the bases loaded, 
freshman catcher Jerrilyn Acevado — who 
was 2-for-2 in the contest -- smashed a 
double into leftfield driving in all three 
runners increasing the lead to 5-0.
Senior All-American Jenn Flinn, play­
ing in the last home game of her brilliant 
four-year career, added another run in the 
second which put MSI! in front by a 6-0 
margin. Sloppy play cost the Roadrunners 
as Flinn was able to cross the plate after 
Deena Bishop of Ramapo threw consecu­
tive wild pitches. Flinn, the native of 
Blackwood, was 3-for-3 on the day and 
stole her 22nd base of the season. 'That 
mark ties a record set by three-time All- 
American Donna Brooks in 1990.
Flinn also ripped a three-run triple in 
the third inning to cap off the scoring.
With the first-round victory, MSU 
advanced to the NJAC Championship 
Tournament with the victory over 
Ramapo and w ill play today against the 
winner of the Rowan/Rutgers Newark 
game.
Baron is confident in her team in the 
NJAC Playoffs.
“We have as good a chance as every­
one else (in the conference),” said Baron, 
wdiose team may run into Trenton St., 
the No. 1 team in the nation.
Coach Anita Kubicka has now coached 
her team to 30-plus victories for the sec­
ond time in her successful career. MSU 
has reached this feat only three other 
times without Kubicka.
In preparation for the playoffs, the 
Red I lawks played MuhlenbergCollege 
on Saturday. This turned out to be an 
important doubleheader in that it MSU, 
with the sw'eep, would enter the playoffs 
with a four-game winning streak. And a 
sweep is just what they earned as the Red 
1 lawks pounded Muhlenberg 7-3 and 
10- 1.
Freshman left-hander Sharon 
Ormsbee, who hasn’t won a game since 
beating Scranton two weeks ago, was 
impressive in game one as she improved 
her record to 12-4.
In the game the Red 1 lawks drove in 
seven runs on 11 hits. Trailing 2-1, MSU 
exploded in the top of the fourth and 
scored four runs to take a 5-2 lead. The 
Red Hawks would not trail for the rest of 
the day from that point on.
As Baron held Muhlenberg to only 
one run in game two, sophomore Jennifer 
Citarellawent3-for-3inacontestinwhich 
MSU collected 12 hits. Muhlenberg was 
simply overpowered by Baron who let up 
only four hits and struck out four.
RED HAWK NOTES: Some MSU 
leaders:
Batting average: Flinn, .479.
I lits: Flinn, 58.
Runs: Flinn, 51.
Doubles: Jessica Gondek and 
Acevedo, 10.
Triples: Flinn and Patty Phillips, five.
I lome runs: F ive tied with one apiece.
Runs batted in: Gondek, 32.
Total bases: Flinn, 78.
Stolen bases: Flinn, 22.
Earned run average: Baron, 1.24.
Strikeouts: Baron, 114.
Shutouts: Baron, four.
Wins: Baron, 18.
Saves: Baron, four.
Complete games: Baron, 20.
Cheryl Lopez and Robin Baron arc two reasons why the Red Hawks have advanced to the 
NJAC playoffs. 7 oday they will play the winner of the Rowan/Rntgers-Newark game in F.wi, 
Township.
MSU's men's tennis team had its most successful season ever, and they have Robin Cucuru to 
thank for it. The Red Hawks went ¡4-4 this year, culminating a fine year with a second- 
place finish this past weekend in Piscataway (See Red Hawk Happenings, p. 37).
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O f f e n s e  c l i c k i n g  a s  b a s e b a l l  w i n s  f o u r t h  i n  r o w
Defense, pitching coming around as offense delivers 61 runs in M S  IJs p a st three games
Senior third baseman/outfielder Ralph Yezza is one of several Red Hawks stinging the 
baseball. MSU, tied for first place in the NJAC, has scored 61 runs in its past three games
by Brian Fa/zarano
All season long, the lied I lawks have 
been able to put one part of their game 
together without having the other parts 
accompanying it.
But now that it is late in the season, 
every aspect of MSI J’sattack continues to 
improve. And opponents are suffering 
because of it.
According to MSU coach Norm 
Schoenig, his team is not quite where it 
should he.
But if they perform the way they keep 
performing the way they have of late, the 
Red I lawks won’t be far from playing at 
their peak.
After a disheartening loss to Jersey 
City St. two Mondays ago, MSU (21-9-1) 
seems to have found its groove, winning 
four consecutive victories in the NJAC.
A doubleheader sweep against Kean 
were the most recent of those victories. 
Offensively, MSU (21-9-1, 13-1 NJAC) 
— which has hit the ball well in nearly 
every game this year—has been crushing 
the ball, scoring 61 runs in its past three 
games.
“We swung the bats well,” said Red 
Hawk coach Norm Schoenig, sounding 
more pleased with his squad than be has 
in the past few weeks. “We got some key
hits when we needed them.”
Many of the same players hit the ball 
well for MSU, which is tied atop the 
NJAC with William Paterson. Junior out­
fielder TomVellis has been havingagood 
season at the plate, but Saturday he had 
two of his finest game. After going 3-for- 
5 in the first game, the Wallington native 
went4-for-6,scoringthree runsand knock­
ing home another two in the nightcap.
Others who hitwell forthe Red 1 lawks 
in the twinbill included shortstop Tony 
Martinez, the NJAC’s leading hitter, jun­
ior Dan Massaro (4-for-5, three RBI in 
game one), and seniorslugger Ralph Yezza 
(a homer and four RBI in the nightcap).
All the Red Hawks needed in the 
second game of the twinbill was a nine- 
run second inning, helping them send 
Cougar starter Joe Rivera to the showers
early.
Kean was up 3-1 early on, but MSI 
was able to tie it. A five-run seventh 
inning, keyed by a two-run single by Dan 
Massaro, put the Red I lawks ahead for 
good, 9-4.
Besides swinging some hot bats, the 
Red Hawks have gotten much better in 
the field and the pitching has been pull­
ing more of its weight.
Junior left-hander Brian Cordeiro 
pitched the first eight innings for the Red 
Hawks, notching his eighth victory with­
out a defeat this year.
“He pitched well,” said Schoenig, who 
received a good ninth-inningfrom sopho­
more Ralph Cinque in relief. “Not as well 
as he would have liked to. I Ie struggled at 
times; he threw 135 pitches in eight in­
nings. At that time we got him out of the 
game.”
Chad McConnell got the win in the 
second game, going the first four innings 
to improve to 4-0, while T.J. Costello 
provided solid relief for MSU.
Besides that, the defense has gotten 
better.
“The defense has improved tremen­
dously,” said Schoenig. “Right now, I feel 
very confident that we can do the things
continued on page 39
Red Hawk Happenings
compiled by the. UONTCLARION Sports Department
I 'l IE EXCLAMAT ION POINT: MSI’’s men’s tennis team finished its finest 
season ever by finishing second in the NJAC Tournament this past weekend at 
Rutgers University.
Trenton St. won the team title with 24 points. MSI (14-4) finished with 14, 
while Rutgcrs-Newark had 13.
The Red Hawks placed five players in the finals of the singles brackets. 
1 lowever, only Anthony Shorn was able to come away with a championship. Shorn, 
a Trinidad native who was named NJAC Player of the Year, downed Jim Quagliana 
of Trenton St. 6-4, 6-4, to win the first singles crown.
Other M SI! players to reach the finals were Christoph Kapfer — who defaulted 
because of a knee injury --, Dan Kanowith, Mark Lawson and Craig O’Connell. 
Overall, the Lions came away with seven championships.
Also for the Red Hawks, second-year coach Robin Cucuru earned conference 
Coach of the Year honors, while Kapfer, a freshman exchange student from Austria, 
was named the NJAC Rookie of the Year.
MOVING ON UP: Jose Rebimbas, an MSU assistant coach who led MSU to a 
12-6 record and a second consecutive NCAA bid in the absence of head coach Nick 
Del T'ufo, was named the first full-time coach at William Paterson in 10 years on 
Tuesday.
“I feel very fortunate,” Rebimbas said on Tuesday. “It was a really good group 
of candidates and 1 probably had the least experience. They are giving me a great 
opportunity.
Rebimbas, 27, is a 1989 Seton I lall graduate who played basketball at the South 
Orange school. 1 le received a one-year contract. MSU went 17-10 overall, before 
losing to Rowan in the first round of the NCAA Division III Tournament.
He was named interim head coach in January by MSU. This announcement 
came after Nick Del T'ufo was diagnosed with chronic fatigue and had to step down 
from his coaching post.
Rebimbas was the Red 1 lawks’ top recruiter and top assistant coach. Ever since 
stepping in for DelTufo, the 27-year old has said it was his dream to be in command 
of his own team.
Now, he has that chance.
The Red Hawks lacrosse team, sparked by players such as Matt K/ank, earned the So. / seed 
in the ECAC Metro SY /SJ Lacrosse Championship starting tonight. MSU (9-4) is the 
defending champion. It will take on Richard Stockton at Sprague Field beginning at 7 p.m. 
(see stor\' on page JS).
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Red H awks win again, earn 
top seed in EC AC  tourney
by Nick Gantaifis MSU, which has won the
Winning your season finale is the best KnickerbockerConference title the past 
waytoapproach adefenseofyonrKCAC two years, will take on the winner of 
Tournament championshipofa year ago. second-seeded Kean and Kings Point, 
Thanks to that win, MSU is able to do the No. 3 seed, 
just that. R E D  HAWK N O T E S : Last year,
After defeating Pace University last the Red Hawks captured the ECAC 
Tuesday 12-7, the Red Hawks were title by defeating Drew University 18- 
rewarded with the No. 1 seed in the 12 at Sprague Field, 
tournament. Friday will be the second time this
With Alexei Bobrowky leading the season that the Red Hawks will face 
way by notching a hat trick, the Red Richard Stockton. MSU posted a 10-5 
Hawks (9-4) tood a commanding 8-3 victory over the Ospreys on April 1. 
lead at halftime. An MSU win, coupled with a Kean
MSU never looked back, as they victory' over Kings Point, would set up 
scored four more goals. Mike Como, another “New Jersey Lacrosse War” in 
Mike Bruton and Jim Nugent scored Sunday’s final, 
twogoalsapiece toenablethe Red Hawks With a win, MSU would host the 
to take the victory. final at Sprague Field at 1 p.m.
Pace, which truned the ball over 18 The last time these two rivals met, 
times in the contest, was lead by Brad the Red Hawks squeaked out a 13-12 
Wheeler’s three goals and two assists, win over the Cougars at Sprague Field. 
MSU goalkeeper Dan VanNess came Three goals in the third period by Matt 
up with 11 saves for the Red Hawks, Klank keyed the win. 
while Pace netminder Mike Hall had 16 It was the second consecutive win
saves. over Kean (8-2) for the Red I lawks.
The Red Hawks will face Richard Overall, it was the 18th win in 28 tries for 
Stockton (7-5) at home tonight at 7 p.m. the Red Hawks, 
in the first round of the ECAC Division Goalkeeper Dan VanNess displayed
III Metro New York/New Jersey La- another terrific job as he stopped a total 
crosse Championship. of 19 saves.
Mike Cowen will be taking over as 
Sports Editor next semester, and he
, could use writers.
There are several ways to get involved 
-- you could write features, cover a 
sport on a “beat” basis, or even help
out with copy editing.
If you are intersted in writing for him,
come
down to the MONTCLARION, Student 
Center Room 113, or call 655-5241 for
details.
: CAMPUS, TAKf* 
RT. 3 EAST TO PASSAIC AVE, {¿AMP. GO TO
TO1R0 TRAFFIC UGHTAJW 'SpJCg f M iO W V A N  HOUTEN AVE.
373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, NJ
201- 365-0807
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by Brian Falzarano
Knicks had best beware
Thursday night opened up the mis- 
conccptionsofKnicks fans, making them 
believe that the way their team picked 
apart the Cleveland Cavaliers in Game 
1, there was no reason the Knicks could 
not sweep this series.
Of course, this was all contingent 
upon the Knicks playing at the same 
level they had performed at in the one­
sided scries opener. Obviously this did 
not happen, as the Knicks played a Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde routine in the first 
three games of the series.
In the first game, their passes were 
crisp, finding the mark more times than 
not leading to Knick baskets. The way 
they were playing, they and their fans 
may have been justified in talkingabout 
a championship.
But series are not won in the first 
game (i.c., Boston over Orlando, the 
Lakers over Seattle). Therefore, a simi­
lar effort in Game 2 and 3 would be 
needed to beat an injury-decimated, 
but nonetheless game Cavalier team.
However, the Knicks did not play as
well as they did in the first game. Their ball 
movement was not as sharp, not as crisp. 
Although Cleveland seems, to the naked 
eye, as only Mark Price and a collection of 
role players, Mike Fratcllo has done a fine 
job with the Cavs. I low many coaches 
would be able to win with a thin bench and 
only five solid players oh the roster— Price, 
All-Star power forward Tyrone Hill, solid 
veteran forward/ccnter John “Hot Rod” 
Williams, CBA refuge Bobby Phills and 
former Arizona forward Chris Mills.
In other words, the entire Cavalier start­
ing lineup. And only Price is capable of 
taking over a game. Therefore, the Knicks 
— a team with more talent at every position 
and off the bench--should be able to easily 
outplay the Cavs.
That is what makes the Knicks’effort so . 
hard to figure. If they give a complete effort 
every night, then they would have prob­
ably won this series in three. And they 
probably are on line for a return trip to the 
Finals to win that elusive championship.
Instead, they are in Cleveland, fortu­
nate to be up 2-1 thanks to Knick-killer
Baseball from page 37________
in close games that you have to do to 
win defensively.”
However the pitching, which has 
been up and down this year, must be 
consistently good down the stretch.
“The pitching is starting to come 
(around), but it’s still erratic,” said the 
eighth-yearcoach. “And guys who have 
been down the road before have to 
come up with some big performances, 
(guys) other than Cordeiro.”
“McConnell has pitched well for 
us, but lie’s got to pitch well in the next 
couple of games, and so does T.J. 
Costello. l'.J.’s got to come up with a 
big game, and so does Todd Sak.” 
RED IIAWK NOTES: Here is the 
MSIJ rotation for the next three games: 
McConnell will pitch today against 
William Paterson, while Costello and 
junior 1'odd Sak will pitch in both 
games of the doubleheader against 
Trenton St.
With wins in their last four confer­
ence games, MSIJ will finish up the 
NJAC season at 17-1 and will win the 
NJAC. Presently, MSIJ is tied with 
William Paterson at 13-1, while Tren­
ton St. is two games back at 11-3.
Junior JohnCarlon, a starterfor most 
of his three years as a Red Hawk, will 
be coming out of the bullpen for the 
stretch run. Schoenig still views the 
junior as a key part of the staff, though. 
Also, Mike Orth, a freshman left-
hander who had a couple of starts this year, 
will be key for the Red Hawks.
“Both will have to step up with some 
good performances,” said Schoenig, “be­
cause we’re not just gonna get them from 
our starters.”
Senior third baseman/designated hit­
ter Glen Stupienski reinjured his groin 
last Wednesday against Ramapoand could 
be back as soon as today swinging the bat.
Last Friday, MSU had one of its finest 
offensive displays ever against a woeful 
Ramapo squad. The Red Hawks put up 
an astounding32 runs on 21 hits in down­
ing the Roadrunners, 32-6. Even against 
suspect competition, scoring that many 
times is certainly an admirable feat.
In that win, senior Jason Scavalla 
cracked a grand slam, while Yezza hit a 
solo homer. Also, junior outfielder Chris 
Roof had three hits, three RBI and five 
runs scored.
Some NJAC leaders: Martinez is sev­
enth in batting average (.423), while Vellis 
is 10th (.402) and Roof is 12th (.395).
In runs batted in, Roof leads the con­
ference with 51. On the season, the Berke­
ley Heights native has three homers, nine 
doubles, 40 runs scored. In addition, he 
has drawn 31 walks, while striking out a 
mere four times. Numbers like those 
should at least earn him consideration for 
NJAC Player of the Year.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The results of 
yesterday’sgameatRutgers-Newarkwere 
unavailable at press time.
Danny Ferry missing a 3-pointer on a 
clean look at the end of Game 3. Though 
they have fared well in Gund Arena this 
year (they have beaten the Cavs in all 
three meetings there), the Knicks know 
they have a battle ahead of them.
Patrick Ewing, John Starks, Derek 
Harper and company had better have 
finished off the Cavs, or Indiana, which is 
fresh off of a sweep of Atlanta, will exact 
revenge for the series that they could 
have won last spring.
PARTING SHOTS
Don’t the playoffs seem so different 
without the Nets in them?
You can interpret that in whatever way 
you see fit.
T he Jets never cease to amaze me. 
First, they trade Pro Bowler ROB 
MOORE, their only receiving threat, for 
a first-round pick.
Fine. Maybe they have other ideas as 
far as obtaining a quality receiver.
But J.J. STOKES is on the board, and 
they pick KYLE BRADY, a tight end.
Call me crazy, but tight end is one of 
the Jets’ strong points. When that posi­
tion is one of your strengths, doesn’t it 
make sense to try and shore up one ofyour 
weaknesses.
Now there is talk of the Jets going after 
a veteran free agent. There is only 
HAYWOOD JEFFIRES, the former 
Houston Oiler wideout, of note still un­
signed.
'Filings like this make me question 
whether the Jets can ever be.taken com­
pletely seriously.
1 did like the Giants draft, but the Jets 
just ruin everything for me.
Not to brag, but I did say I Iouston was 
going to take S I EVE McNAIR with its 
first pick, didn't I?
Just wanted to make sure you remem­
bered.
I was happy to see WARREN SAPP 
put aside what could have been to sign a 
four-year deal worth a little over $1 mil­
lion a year. Other players should learn 
from him.
They may have only played five games, 
but the Yankees do look good.
But if the Mets get anything from their 
bullpen, they should make things inter­
esting for a wild card spot in the National 
League.
What was that message that CHRIS 
MORRIS, the soon-to-be former peren­
nial Nets enigma, wrote on his shoes?
Oh yeah! “Time to say good-bye”.
To that, I say, “Have fun in Canada, 
Chris.”
Well, this is the final ever On the Ball. 
I’d like to thank all of you that read this 
column every week and those of you on 
campus who told me so. Also, I’d like to 
thank everyone who has helped me on a 
personal and a professional level.
But I have been writing for The Herald 
& News, so you can still read me there. 
Thank you and good-bye.
Red Hawks Sports Week
Baseball:
Today. May 5 William Paterson at MSU $ 3:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 6 'Trenton St. at MSU (2) $ 12 noon
Tuesday, May 9 E. Connecticut at MSU 6 p.m.
Fridav-Sunday 
May 12-14
at Skylands Park, Frankford Twp. 
NJAC Tournament TBA
Thursday-Sunday 
May 18-21 NCAA Mid-Atlantic Regional
Championship TBA
'Thursday-' Tuesday 
May 25-30 NCAA Division III College
World Scries (if necessary) TBA
Softtball:
Today, May 5 Rowan/Rutgers-Ncwark vs. MSU 4 p.m.
Saturday, May 6
at Trenton St. College 
Kean vs. MSU 10 a.m.
Trenton St. vs. MSU 2 p.m.
Sunday, May 7 NJAC Finals TBA
Friday/Saturday NCAA Regionals TBA
May 12-14 (at site to be determined)
Lacrosse::
Friday, May 5 ECAC first round:
7 p.m.Richard Stockton at MSU
Sunday, May 7 ECAC final: winner of Kean-Kings
Point at MSU (if MSI J wins) 1 p.m.
$- Pittser Field. % - Red Hawk Quarry. * - ar Sprague Field. & - at Red Hawk Courts
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playoff seed Bail
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